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•• In the parade from Murray
were Jack Persall, David
Cooper, Wally Ford and us.
We got back to Murray a little
after twelve, had an appointment with the doctor at
1:00, had some other chores to
do and did not get to eat dinner
until 2:30. Thought we were
going to starve for awhile.
Found some cold chicken in the
refrigerator and it was finger
licking good.
Quote Magazine had the
following on "Love."
Love Is.. sharing a part of
yourself with another.
Love Is. letting concern ha-e
its way in your life, until it
opens up your heart to someone
In need.
Love Is. listening to a friend
pour out his troubles, then
feeling that they have suddenly
become yours, too.
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The Murray High School 1973 Concert Band

City School Bands Gov. Ford To Speak
Rated Superior At At MSU Commencement
Festival Saturday
The -three Murray City
Schools' Bands were rated
superior at the Kentucky Music
Educators' Association Concert
Band Festival for Western
Kentucky held Friday and
State
Saturday at. Murray
University. '
Bands entered from Murray
were the Middle, School "B"
Band composed primarily of
second year students, the
Murray Middle School "A"
Band which is almost entirely
eighth graders or third year
students, and the Murray High
Concert Band whose membership is selected from
students in grades nine through
twelve.
This was the first year that
Murray entered three concert
bands on various levels in the
competition. Each band entered
was judged against a standard

of excellence and not-against
each other. Scores are
presented on a scale of I to V
with being top or superior, and
each Murray band received
ratings of superior by every
judge.
The bands were prepared for
the contest by Director of Bands
Joe Sills and Associate Director
James Light. Sills conducted
the Murray High Band and the
Middle School "B" band while
Light directed the Middle
School "A" band. Both directors work with all 252 band
students in grades six through
twelve.

Kentucky Gov. Wendell H.
Ford will be the featured
speaker and a recipient of an
honorary doctoral degree
during commencement exerState_
Murray
cise* _ at
University, Friday, May 4.
He will address the 50th annual spring graduating class at
10 a.m. in the university
fieldhouse. Both mid-year and
spring graduates are awarded
degrees during the program.
scheduled
Originally
Saturday, May 5, the commencement date was changed
because of a conflict with the
Derby. No bacKentucky
calaureate service will be held
this spring.
Besides Ford, recipients of
honorary Doctor of Laws
degrees during the ceremonies
will be fot mei Gov.-U.S. Sen.
Earle C. Clements, First
District U.S. CongressMen
Frank A. Stubblefield of
Murray, E.B. Howton,
chairman of the agriculture
department, and Preston Ty )
recently
who
. Holland,
relinquished his duties as
football coach at Murray High
School after 43 years in the post.
Ford, who served as a
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No column yesterday. Sorry
folks. We had to participate in
the Tater Day parade over at
Benton. Lot of people, horses,
dogs, kids, politicians, cars,
motorcycles, but no taters.
A big day and everyone
seemed to have a big time.
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By GENE McCUTCHEON
Ledger & Times News Editor
A resolution supporting
Hutson Chemical Company's
application to build a barge
terminal facility on Kentucky
Lake was approved by the City
Council of the City of Murray in
a special session last night.
The council also approved a
recommendation of the natural
gas committee on bids for a
labor contract to move the gas
system's facilities at two intersections in the city.
The gas system work includes
the moving of gas lines at the
intersections of 12th and
Chestnut Streets and 12th and
Sycamore Streets, so that the
State, pepartment of Transportation can widen the tur:
sing radii at both intersections.
Low bidder on the project was
Gregory Piping Co. of Paducah,
with a bid of $8,750.50. The bid
Includes all labor and equipment to be used on the project.
All materials wilt be furnished
by the naturaCgss system, with
the exception of fuel, oxygen,
acetylene and barricades.
The total cost to the city will

Opposition to the barge terbe reimbursed by the Department of Transportation after minal facility has been raised
by Dr, Hunter Hancock,
the completion of the work.
The council authorized the chairman of the biology
gas committee to purchase the department at Murray State
necessary pipe for the project University, who says the
facility will endanger the MSU
on a low bid basis.
The resolution supporting the Biological Station which is
barge terminal construction located about lea-mile from the
was introduced by Mayor proposed site.
The proposed site, which has
Holmes Ellis who said that Dan
Hutson, president of Hutson been approved by the State
Natural
of
Chemical, had asked if the Department
council would approve such a Resources and Environmental
Protection and the Kentucky
resolution.
Control
Pollution
Water
the
of
District
The Nashville
the
Army Corps of Engineers will Commission, is located on
t of
conduct a public hearing on the Anderson Creek embaymen
barge terminal facility at the Kentucky Lake.
In announcing his position
Murray Middle School at 7:30
previously, Hancock said, "Lm
p.m:,Tuesday, April 10..
net real sure It-would be in the

Rescue Un
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Ea4-Today

(See Council, Page 18)

The home of Mrs.4111.1 Gardner, on the old Murray-Paris
Road, was listed as nearly a
total loss today after an early
Love is...giving in a little,
morning fire caused heavy
instead of always demanding
GOV. WENDELL FORD
damage, according to the
your own way.
member of the Kentucky Senate
Murray-Calloway County FireKathy Rowlett of Murray is Rescue Unit eeports.
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Love Is. changing
Southern
before he was elected governor one of 545 students at
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University receiving
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1971,
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house
hands wererequired
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la-public
role for governors in national classroom espartos°s
by falrnes when the trucks
selection at sight and Murray
a little prouder.
affairs. He was a leader in the schools during March.
arrived. The blaze, was exwas judged superior by the
Miss Rowlett is student tinguished, bin-reports said the
area.
this
to
recent election of Robert
assigned
judge
Love Is.. forgetting about the
School.
High
Strauss as National Democratic,i teaching at Anna
interior of the house was
hurt when trientegth_to
She is the daughter of Mr. arid completely destroyed.
V.E. Howard
Chairman.
Prly
heal
of Murray.
' During his administration Mrs. Tom Rowlett
Assistance was given by
Ford has directed the thrust of
Murray Fire Department,
Love is...feeling the
state government into several
rescue squad reports said. Most
when tragedy besets a friendkey areas—reorganization,
of the members of the squad
criminal justice reform,
responded to the call.
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education, drug and
vocational
The Rescue Squad was also
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and
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environme
control,
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Sunday night at 9:15 to
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perA scholarship and student will finance an insured
All Murray High and Murray the home of Mrs. Lela Chaney
A gospel meeting will be held
(See Seen & Heard, Page A) loan fund in honor of Dr. Harry
protection, housing and public
manent investment which will
in
students
94 East, where at Coldwater Church of Christ
assistance, consumer protec- Middle School band
Highway
on
M. Sparks has been established provide adequate returns to
Route
Harold Hill of Murray
port and river grades six through twelve will some blankets had caught fire Friday, Saturday, and Sunday,
at Murray State University as a support annual scholarship and Two is now reported in tion, farm loans,
y and be canvassing their neigh- in front of an electric heater. April 6, 7, and 8, with V.E.
elementar
nt,
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tribute to the retiring president. loan awards to deserving satisfactory condition by oftoday
con- borhoods starting
classroom
secondary
Rescue squad reports said the Howard of Texarkana, Texas
Mancil Vinson, director of Murrase„State students.
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Funds
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and friends, a great Kentucky fering burns in an accident on
used to help carry out the. were called to the home of Clay eleven o'clock on Sunday
Herbert M. Perry, 1302 Olive Missing Boy Found
a
in
recognized
be
will
educator
Wednesday morning, Match 28
varieus phases of the band ac- Brewer, Route Two, where a morning.
Blvd., has filed for city council
manner that will be very apHill received the burns When
tivities. The sale begins today smokehouse was on fire.
from Ward A according to Today Near Dexter
Mr. Howard, an elder of
propriate because it will help he came in contact with electric
and will be concluded on Reports said Brewer sustained Walnut Street, Church of Christ,
Marvin Harris, county court
said.
Vinson
concrete
lines while unloading
Tuesday, April 17.
Billy Brandon, Calloway students,"
clerk.
Texarkana, has been an
burns to both hands.
The perpetual scholarship blocks, ascording to members
freshman reported
Perry is self-employed in County
the
evangelist speaker on World
answering
Personnel
will be awarded as a part of the of his family.
sales work, and is the district missing since yesterday, was
were Jim Johnson, Max Radio U.S.A. for 38 years. He
alarm
will
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banquet
Art
alumni
Murray
State
The
Murray
and
Mr.
Talent Show Will Be
The local man,'son of
manager for the Mid-Continent found this morning near Dexter
Dowdy_ Ed Jennings, Loyd Key, attended Abilene Christian
program each spring. Once the Mrs. William Hill, is married b sponsor a series of workshops
Auto Association. He is a native by Calloway County deputy
Ricky Edwards, Jerry Ed- College, Harding College, and
scholarship fund is established, the former Jennifer Riley. directed by various Members of Held At Hazel Thursday
of Calloway County and is a sheriff Maurice Wilson.
Wilkinson, Phil Arkansas State University.
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Art
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State
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Kentucky Arts Commissi
Kevin, age one.
Farley, member of the Board of
farmer in Calloway County;and Route Seven.
workshops are scheduled Thursday, April 5, at 7:30 p.m: Lyles, Bud Miller, Mike
The
has also been employed as
The show sponsored oy the Ran Barnett, Bob Trenholm. Directors of Freed-Hardeman
for April and May.
manager of Outland Seed and
PTC, will involve Aaron Dowdy, 13ernerd Steep, College, Henderson, Tenn. He is
Hazel
Robert Head, Associate
Popcorn, Taylor Seed Company
Thweatt married to the former Ruth
Professor in the Art Depart- students in Grades Three Ricky Tucker,----Joe
O.)
and Doran's Loose Leaf Floor.
Tubbs, and Juckson and they have three
Charles
Greer,
Jim
Eight.
through
,'
Fine-AM
of
School
ment,
children
Perry is married to the forThe putlic is invited to attend. Mike Farley.
Murray State University,
mer Verline Cochran. They
workshop In
a
conduct,
have two children, Billy, of St.
sessions from 6:30-9430 p.m.en
Petersburg, Fla., and Francis
consecutive Tuesday night.,
aristle, of Humbolt, Tenn.
April II) and April 17, at the
s•
Perry is a member of the
Ak•
Murray Art Guild, 103 North 6th
and
Church,
First Baptist
4_,•
Street.
taught a Sunday School class for
The first session will be on
40 years at Locust Grove,
gesture and contour drawing
Baptists
First
Salem, and
/I
and the second will stress the
4
Churches. He also served a.4
relationship between drawing
clerk of the Blood River Baptist
and painting.
Association from 1944-1950.
Mrs. Alfred Wolfson, former
member of the Fine Arts
Department, Murray State
4
University, will conduct a two
e
part workshop on consecutiv
4A•••••••-••••ff
4P•Zr.l
Thursdays, April 26 and May 3,
from 6:30-9:30 p.m. She will
Cool with rain likely today.
cover working in a two
Mild tonight, with rain contindimensional frame and color.
uing. High today in the mid to
Another two session workshop
upper 505, low tonight in the
in May will be conducted by
low 50s. Rain likely Wednesday,
Luke D. Oas, Assistant
diminishing to occasional showProfessor in the Art Departers by afternoon. Cooler, with
Murray State
ment at
temperatures falling to the low
University. Exact dates will be
to mid 40s by evening. Cool
aneciiInced later.
Thursday, with showers ending.
Further details of:individual
Purchase
"
in
first
the
placed
To
-Tribute
Kentucky,
Act,
e.past president of
Talent
Club
4-H
NEW
THE
ClISNCORD
Kentucky's Extended Outlook
workshops will be announced.
WAWA DELTA CHI CleAR7'Eft—Gily T.Ryan of San Diego (left), istmediat
comstate
ester
will
The
group
chapter of the national
University
State
District Talent Show held at Fulton County High School, Hickman.
Murray
new
a
for
charter
the
presents
Thursday through Saturday Due to space limitations, Art
Chi,
Sigma Delta
exAlso shoe n is Dr .1
A chance for rain Thursday, petition at the State Fair, Louisville, and a talent show will be held later to help raise funds for
Guild members and others
journalistic society to Mary Hancock, Morganfield senior and chapter president.
Besides the
Smith, Kim
Kim
lax.
Ellen
Debbie
chapter.
Mahan,
Bogard,
the
Tammy
row,
to
front
right,
left
advisor
to
Shown,
faculty
penses.
and
otherwise generally clear skies
in participating are
Nell Woodruff, assoeiate professor of journalism
Joey interested
into memby calling
with cool days and cold nights. Weatherford, and Gary Esker, second row, Tony McClure, Laura Jarrett, Julie Williams,
installation, 46 student members and...five Practicing journalists were initiated
to
chapter
registaL
tilted
Not picat Murray
Bucy.
chapter
and
Harold
nes*
Knights,
Danny
The
30.
Williams,
Cindy
row,
third
tarch
am,
Pat
Friaay
evening.
and
campus
CunninKh
Todd,
the
on
or
s
Light freeze expected. Daily
Peterson, 753-3505
bership during ceremonie
Kathy Cynthia
d,
Bill
are
StubliSlel
Mrs.
player.
Leaders
is
piano
McClure
Is
Gary
Barnett.
tured
Steve
highs in the 50s and over night•
Barbara Harrell, 492-8824.
State is the only one In West Kentucky.
Stubblefield, and Mrs. Thomas Lax.
lows from near 30 to 35.

Scholarship Honoring Retiring
President Sparks Is Established

Kathy Rowletrls
Student Teacher

Band- Students To
Sell Candy Here

Local Man Suffers
Burns In Accident

Herbert Perry
Files, Council

Art Guild To
Hold Workshops

The Weather

•

Coldwater Church
Of Christ Plans
Gospel Meeting
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ST. JOHN

HEW grows into a

PUBLISt
IrtiocER S. TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc., 103 N. 4th St.. Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753 Mb
W P Williams, President (1941-1963)
James C Williams, Editor arid Publisher
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager

By JEFFREY ST. JOHN
Copley News Service

We reserve the right to reject any Advertisint, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opiniOn. are-iiot for the best
interest of our readers,
National Representatives: Wallace WitmerCo., 1509 Madison Ave.,
Memphis, Tn.; Time S. Lite Bldg., New York. PLY....;_Stephenson
Detroit, Mich.
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray: $35 per week, 51.52 per
month, 115.20 per...year,
Centatts,wct. egibining counties
57 SO per year; other destinations within 150 miles of Murray. $15.00 •
Per year; more than 150 miles from Murray, $18.00 per year All mail

subscriptions plus 5 percent

state tax.

E mered deity at the Post Office. Murray, KenttAky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter
-The outmandine civic Assaf et•Censtilusihr
is me integrity of its Newspaper
TUESDAY-APRIL 3, 1,73

Ten Years Ago Today
Lispots. 5 Timiss FILE

Deaths reported are Mrs. Jim Calhoun, age 71, of
Lynn Grove, Bert E. Piggott, age 74, of Murray
Route Six, and W.F. Robbins, age 67, of Paris, Tenn.
The Murray Jaycees and the Calloway County
Health.D, pgArtment announced that the second dose
of the-Sa An Oral Polio vaccine will be given-April 7
at the s ime locations as the first dose.
Murray State beat Austin Peay 2 to 1 and 2 toTb 41
baseball games played here yesterday.
Miss Elizabeth Helton. foods specialists with the
Extension Department of the University of Ken:
tucky, taught the lesson on "Salads" to leaders of
the Calloway County Hometnakers Clubs held at the
Murray Electric System.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER

Timm nut

George L. Tomme. Aviation Machinist's Mate
First Class, USN, is serving aboard the Attack
Carrier USS Midway in the Mediterranean Sea.
"Murray stores are keeping up with the times. We
have as many nice looking stores in Murray as many
towns twice.our size," from the column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray."
A.B. Austin vindwitrain-speaker at the FatherSon Banquet held by the Murray Training School
FFA Chapter. James Outland, president, was
toastmaster.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Jack Gardner of Clarksville, Ind.,
announce the engagement of their daughter,
Jacqueline Lee, to Carl Everett Shroat, son of Mr.
and Mrs. J.D. Shroat, Sr., of Murray.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
That the-communication of thy faith may beam
effectual by the acknowledging of every good thin
which is in you *Christ Jesus.-Philemon 1:6.
The apostle Piful taught that every good quality
which iSpan-;tan _came through Jesus Christ.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Clrl Riblet Jr.
There are two kinds of person who at last achieve
peace in a world of social and political anarchy and
fiscal and moral uncertainly-men over 100 and rich
widows
"The rich widow cries with one eye
and laughs with the other."
-Gnomologia

According to Boyle .. .

More Remarks To
Bother A Columnist
By HAL BOYLE .
NEW YORK ( AP) - Remarks that a newspaper columnist gets tired of hearing:
"What else do you do for a
living besides write a column?"
"Can you help me get a
couple of passes to the hockey
game?"
"I'm much too busy myself
to read what you write, but my
wife says that now and then
she likes your stuff!!
"I already have -• trouble
enougti justifying your salary to
the business department. If you
want a new swivel chair, you'd
better buy it yourself."
-Whete do you get most of
your ideas, anyway - at clearance sales?"
"Do you call Nixon or does
he call you""
"I suppose whenever they get
a big grocery ad, you get
thrown out AS- -VC japer.
Right?"
"I guess with a name like
yhurs - C. Bascom Plumy. o
- there isn't much eise-you
could do but :write a column.
But I think you're a long way
from making it a household

word."
"Hey, Bascom, look intelligent - the boss is on his

way.an."
"What Mikes you such an
authority or everything? You
never met a .payroll in your
life."
"When, you go to lunch, do
you ever .(!pick up your own
check?"/
"Why do you guys always
feel you 'have to find fault with
something? If you were-running
it, the world would be in an
even bigger mess."
"I read your column last
night. What were you trying to
say?"

Afloat in foreign seas
tough defense
dollar - needs
-

THE BUFFETING of the dollar is forcing interest rates_ der.
High interest rates ire 'unpopular
a matter of intense concern to many
Americans but continues to be a puz- in this country but they may be necessary. We have-been selling the•
zle to most of them.
They are afraid /that left to float in services of the-dollar too cheaply
the international monetary sea,-the and speculators have been borrowing money here to finance their
dollar may promptly sink.
But the gnomes of Zurich who un- speculations in Europe, where interderstand these matters believe that est rates have been higher.
floating the dollar is a necessary
IN THE long run,the dollar can be
first step, sink or swim. defended only if we increase our exRepresentatives of the countries ports to achieve a more favorable
meeting in France over the dollar balance of trade, and to achieve this,
crisis agreed that the crisis was due we must "trade tough."
to speculative movement of funds.
Uncle Sam can no longer afford to
Speculators dumped dollars-on the be the patsy for other nations whose
market and bought marks, betting farmers and businessmen insist on
the United States would further de- protection at home while demanding
value the dollar.
free access to markets in America.
The new "float" means that the
single
important
most
the
Perhaps
witiliit&itnwnJeiel,in the •
I
wcifTrtrade
/Or Tlielirt*
in
area
open market. That's good b9cause_
be in agriculture. Our
the maintenance of artifioianeVels -States ;will
developed such a high
hirve
farmers
simply opens the way for sPecuthat
productivity
we can undersell
when
the
lators to make a big killing
country
other
in the world in
any
levels are changed suddenly.
commodities.
Some economost
IN THE short run, a floating dollar
agriculture as the key to
see
mists
Europeexpensive
may mean more
salving the dollar problem.
an vacation trips and higher prices
-1-ligher food prices at home DIUfor Japanese cars and cameras.
Relieved of the price pressure of be part of the cos/ and may have to
foreign competition; some U.S. be accepted, regardless of their unmanufactured products may also in- popularity. Obviously if you are going tO sell &lore food abroad there
.
-crease in price.
But this is a price that must be will be no glut at home and farm
_
prices will rise.
paid for stability.
THE UPROAR in Europe over the
Another price may be higher indollar is distant but it could be omi- terest rates.
Possibly under the influence of the nous.
national elections last year, the Fed- , Only discipline at home and tougheral Reserve Board allowed too , niss_alarn,ad can make sure that the
much growth in the money supply, dollar will remain sound.

Weicker Says GOP Senators Targets
-By LAWRENCE L. ICNUTSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)-A Republican member of the Senate
Watergate investigating committee says two GOP senators
were among targets of spies
working for President Nixon's
re-election last year.
That and other statements alleging political espionage by
the Committee for the Re-election of the President were
made Sunday by Sen. Lowell P.
Weicker, R-Conn., and denounced by a spokesman for
the.Nixon committee as "absolutely, categorically, un-

Weicker said also he'believes
White House Chief of Staff H.R.
Haldeman was so closely involved with the Committee for
the Re-election of the President
"Yes, that's our famous col- that he "had to know what was
umnist over there - the guy, going on" in the way of polititrying to cadge a cigarette cal espionage.
from the janitor. The janitor is
He said Republican campaign
the one in the clean shirt,"
aides were "almost competitive
"It's much easier--10• VD- as to who could do the dirtiest
derstand Bascona's column if deed." Weicker said he had'
you timply hum 'upward. been told by Alfred C. Baldwin
Christian 43olitiers'• while you •, that office activities V Sens.,
Charles Percy, R-Ill., and Jaread it."
"lased to write a column .tor cob Java* R-N.Y., an Rep.
our high school newspaper. It Charles McCloskey, hi-Calif.,
were among those marked for
isn't easy, is it?"

surveillance.
telephones of Democratic
Baldwin, a former FBI agent,
has testified he was hired to Chairman Lawrence F. O'Brien
and other party leaders.
wiretap Democratic telephone
Weicker spoke on the CBS incalls.
terview., "Face_ the Nation."
Weicker said Baldwin told
When reachetflea comment,him he had been ordered by
Javits and Percy said they had
convicted Watergate burglar
not heard of such alleged activJames W.:McCord to stake out
ities concerning their offices.
those offiCes and several others
Percy, who said he was both
on Capitol Hill.
surprised and puzzled at the reBaldwin,- he said, had been
port, said that if it is-true he
told to watch the comings and
would consider it an "outgoings from the offices of Sens.
rageous action."
Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.;
DeVan L. Shumway, publicEdmund S. Muskie, 0-Maine;
affairs director of the Nixon reWilliam Proxmire, 1)-Wis.;
election committee, called WeiMike Gravel, 0-Alaska;
and cker
_
s statements inflammatory
and untrue.
Rep. Shirley Chisholm, D-N.Y.
""There was at the committee
Weicker said this surveillance not any attitude of who could
was on the "exhibition sched- do the 'dirtiest deed,"' he said.
ule" of the alleged spies lead"I think its very ining to what he called the main appropriate-and that's the event: Bugging Democratic least strong language I could
headquarters in the Watergate use-that a member of the US.
office building and spyinwoon Senate is prejudging a case in
Democratic leaders at the par- which he is supposed to be sitty's convention in Miami ting," Shumway said.
Beach, Fla.
Weicker said it is "absolutely
He said the June 17 arrests necessary" that Haldeman
inside the Watergate foiled come forward to testify before
plans laid for that weekend to this investigating committee,
break into the presidential and said he hopes he and other
campaign headquarters of Sen. White HoUse gtaff members
George McGovern, DaS.D., and will appear-"in,public and unto fly to Miami to hug- the der oath."_:- • -
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After the female &a-et-or pen:gum lays her egg, the male
holds it on his feet until it
hatches.
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Adult swordfish _ ace no
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Miss' .

deny relief benefits like
American
The
wheat,
counterpart is the Food
Stamp program.)

NEW YORK - "If I knew
The political lessons were
for certain," observed Henry
WASHINGTON ( AP)- ProHaLlItt writes with
-David Thoreau. -that a- man
posed U.S. aid to North Vietrelevance
time.
for
our
own
was coming to my house with
is
"Mass relief, once granted, nam being attacked anew as
the conscious design of doing
returned
prisoners of war tell
political
created
pressure
a
me good, I should run for my
group that nobody dared on- stories of torture and mislife."
treatment at the hands of their
pose. The long-run tendency
No one in the Eisenhower
captors.
of relief was to grow and
administration in 1953 gave
The stories "convince me
grow."
much thought to this truth of a
Kennedy, still eyeing the that not a cent of American aid
19th Century thinker like
money should be spent OG rehaWhite House, is appealing to
Thoreau. Nevertheless, the
the powerful education-wel- bilitating a country that is apcreation by the first Eisenparently run by savages," said
fare bloc on one hand and the
hower administration of the
senior citizen concerned
Rep. Joel T. Broyhill, R-Va.
Cabinet post of Health, Eduabout health on the other by
He and Conservative Sen
cation and Welfare (HEW
fighting to •maintain HEW at James L. Buckley of New York
two decades ago and its recits current bloated $79 billion
issued statements Sunday about
ord over the last 20 years bear
budget while pushing fora na- President Nixon's plans to ask
out in brutal terms what
tional health insurance pro- Congress for aid to North VietThoreau was trying to tell us.
gram that will add billions
nam as "an investment in
to
do
good
desire
In Its
more to the burden of the
peace."
works, HEW has grown into a
American taxpayer.
Senate Majority Leader''Mike
bureaucratic monster of pro"The dole," observes Henry
Mansfield also referred to the
portions that stagger the huHazlitt, "became an integral
accounts by the former prisonman mind.
part ottlie whole complex of ers in saying that he had not
HEW's budget for fiscal
economic causes that brought changed his mind that the aid
1973 is estimated to run!head
the eventual -collapse of
to Hanoi would- help keep the
of defense expenditures witria
Roman civilization It underpeace.
fetal outlay of $79 billion "Even before this_it looked
one third of the entire federal mined the old Roman virtues
of self-reliance. It schooled
budget! Since its creation in
difficult," the Montana Demopeople to expect something
1953 its budget has increased
crat said. He said he did not
for nothing."
14 per cent, employing today
know what effect the stories
108,000 individuals and adwill have on Congress. •
+ + +
ministering some 250 to 300
Buckley issued a statement
separate programs. In 1960 it
urging President • Nixon to
iJeffrey
St.
John
is
a
CBS
had 100 programs; today the
Radio Network "Spectrum" "carefully reconsider any prototal is 300.
posel for economic assistance
commentator and is seen
Former HEW Secretary-E1to North Vietnam in light of the
regularly on the CBS-TV
hot L. Richardson confessed "Morning News" with John
POW reports on treatment and
before he left to become sec- Hart.
prison conditions."
..
retary of deTense that-the tax•
payer is not getting from
HEW his or her money's
worth. However, Richardson
placed the Warm on Congress
for creating in HEW a massive, unmanageable bureaucracy. He faults Congress for creating, for poli_ity_Anthony HantLen
tical profit, programs "with
‘, IXICunist VICE PItt1101141
big price gs - and much
publicity' to demonstrate
South-ins States Industrial Council
that a Senate or House member "cares about solving
OIL-DOMESTIC OR FOREIGN?
problems.".Asa consequence,
OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla.-This is oil country. Almost every
HEW's buaget and number of part of Oklahoma is dotted with oil wells. Oil and gas underlying
programs have grown to the the Sooner State was a saving factor for Oklahoma in the late
point where billions of dollars 1920s, though low oil prices in the next decade added to the sufare wasted and duplication is fering from severe drought. The key role of petroleum products in
the rule rather than the ex- the state's economy is symbolized by the working oil pump on the
ception.
state capitol's front lawn.
This is a good place to learn about problems in the oil and gas
Sen., Edward Kennedy admitted recently that "today industry. The problems are numerous because •of national and
HEW is unmanageable." But international changes in the energy situation. Americans demand
he. like former HEW secre- colossal amounts of energy for their homes, offices, plants and
Lary, now Democratic senator ,recreation. Because of restrictions on coal, which the United
from Connecticut, Abraham States has in abundance, use of oil and gas is soaring. The Oil and
Ribicoff, has no intention of, -Gas Journal, published at Tulsa, Okla, predicts a 6.2 per cent rise
trying to bring about cuts in ,in demand for petroleum this.year. In the same period, the output
-HEW or reform its methods. Of domestic crude oil will drop by 1.6 per cent and production of
Instead, both Kennedy and
natural gas will stay almost level.
Ribicoff propose that the curBecause of shortages in certain parts of the country, pressure is
rent health-care functions of
building for abandoning all oil quotas for Imported oil. To ease the
HEW totaling 40 separate pro- situation, the administration has suspended the import quotas on
grams and an annual expen- heating oil for four months. But long-term reliance on imported
diture of $18 billion, be cut oils contains serious dangers. The major oil fields are in the
loose and assigned to still an- Middle East where the governments are unstable
and, in several
other Cabinet level post both
cases, unfriendly to the United States. Libya, for example, is a
want created, to be called Derevolutionary Arab state closely tied to the Soviet Union. Algeria
partment of Health.
is in the same category. Even where the countries aren't comIf the last two decades of
munist or hostile an effort is under way to squeeze out the U.S.
HEW are any index, in 20 and other Western oil companies which developed the oil fields. It
more years the cost for a gov- seems only a matter of time-and not much time at-that-before
ernment national health pro- all U.S. oil companies are excluded from the area and the Arab
gram - or for this -Depart- states operate with state monopolies. If the U.S. becomes truly
ment of Health"- pushed by
dependent on imported Mid East oil, the Arab states are likely to
both Kennedy and Ribicoff demand concessions in the
form of policy changes on inwill run close to the current ternational political
issues. The U.S. certainly doesn't want to be
HEW budget of $79 billion. In
over that particular oil barrel.
fact, the Kennedy-Ribicoff
The alternative to dependence on Mid -East oil is enproposal is for the expressed
couragement of further development of domestic oil and.gas
purpose of creating an administrative mechanism for the resources. Deregulation of natural gas prices would provide a
enactment of a national gov- profit incentive for new drilling. The misconceived regulation
accounts for current gas shortages. But there is powerful opernment-sponsored health
position to deregulation. For example, S. David Freeman,
program.
director of the Ford Foundation's Energy Policy Projeet;recently
The- Eisenhower adminis- complained that deregulation
would be unfair to consumers.
tration may or may not have
liberals in Congress can't stand the idea of using the profits
acted from humanitarian mo- system to spur
development.
.Lives rather than political
One Way or the other, the U.S. must gain new petroleum supones when it created HEW.
plies in the next few years. There's no indication that Americans
'However, after two decades
are prepared to lay up their automobiles, stop using planes or
we have at hand a large body'
Shut down their furnaces. The choice is clear-cut: huge, perof evidence to conclude that manent imports
from the Arab nations or new incentives for
-- the billions spent,by HEW-drilling in domestic oil and gas fields and on the continental shelf
ha ve done more harm than
and slope. It is hard to believe that the American-people will want
good, impoverishing to the
to accept permanent dependence on the countries in the Middle
poor and the prosperous alike.
East where instability and hostility towards the United States is
The political pressure groups
widespread.
HEW has created can be seen
in the -Nil= administration's
(7 triT g:ProR info 753 3314
current attempts to render
some order out of chaos while
fighting a running battle with
politleians in and ont- otarn1Pap
tHEATHE
gress who want o EN.
LARGE, not maintain or cut
NOW thru
back, huge bureaucratic horTUE. 4/10
rors like HEW.
Ancient Rome had its own
counterpact,...liHEW. The
economist Henry Hailift.
writing in his book,"The Con-,
quest of Povertys" observed
the Romans oltAhe "dole"
*Turitted powerful' pressure
groups that the Roman leadership feared to oppose or
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Miss Deborah Kay Brandon,
bride-elect of Charles Michael
Grogan, was complimented
with a lovely bridal tea held
recently at the home of Mrs.
Dan Hart.
The gracious hostesses for the
special
occasion
were
Mesdames Dan Hart, Isaac
Grogan, W. D. McCuiston,
James Puckett, Edd Miller, Jr.,
Eilliam Grogan M 0. Wrather,
Bob Grogan James Thurmond,
Kenneth Grogan, Burton
Young, and Leon Grogan.
The honoree chose to wear
her trousseau of light blue pant
suit and was presented a corsage of jonquils and baby's
breath by the hostesses. Her
mother, Mrs. Darrel Brandon,
wore a corsage of yellow
daisies, while her mother-in-law
to be, Mrs. Cleo Grogan, had acorsage of white daisies.
In the receiving line with the
honoree arid the mothers were
her grandmother, Mrs. Noble
Brandon, and her sister, Mrs.
Richard Pike.
The beautifully appointed tea
table was overlaid with a hand
crocheted cloth and centered
with an arrnagement of yello
daisies, jonquils, and forsythia,
flanked by white candles in
silver holders. Silver and
crystal appointments were
used
Yellow punch, decorated
cakes, open faced sandwiches,.
nuts, and mints were served.
Miss Debra Miller and Miss
Ann Hart kept the'register at
the table covered with a white
linen cloth.
Approximately one hundred
persons attended or sent gifts.

Love Photo

Miss Deborah Kay Rogers
Mi. and Mrs. Carrot M. Rogers of Murray Route One announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Deborah Kay, to Gail L. Doron, son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry A.
Doren, also of Murray Route One.
The bride-elect, a 1972 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is now employed in the bookkeeping department of the
Peoples Bank of Murray.
Mr. Doron graduated from Calloway County High School in the
class of 1971 and attended Murray State University. He is now
engaged in farming.
The wedding has been planned for Friday, June 22, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening at the Lynn Grove United Methodist
Church. A reception will be held at the church following the
ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend both the wedding
and the reception.

Miss Deborah Kay Eldridge,
May 19th bride-elect of Edd
Frank Adams, was honored
with a lovely coffee held at the
home of Mrs. Ben Humphreys
on Saturday, March 31.
The gracious hostesses 'or he
occasion were Mrs. Arlie Scott
and Mrs. Humphreys.
For the prenuptial event the
honoree chose to wear a navy
and white long dress with navy
accessories. Her gift corsage
was of multi-colored spring
flowers.
The guests were greeted by
Mrs. Humphryes and asked to
sign the bridal book by Miss
Becky Humphreys.
Mrs. Arlie Scott invited the
guests to the dining room for
refreshments servpig at the
dining table overlaid with a
white linen cloth contered with
colorful bouquet of fresh garden
flowers with burning tapers at
either side.
Miss Linda Humphreys and
in
Miss Carolyn
the serving. Mist; Eldridge wall
presented with a lovely wedding
gift by the hostesses.
Thirtrtive -(guests called
during the morhing. hours.

Grandparents of the bride-elect are Mr. and Mrs J.H. Rogers
and Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Fain, all of Murray Route One. The
groom-elect's grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. R.E. Doron of
Murray Route One and Mrs. Bedie Harris of Galatia, Ill.

Coffee Cup Chatter
By County Extension
Agents For Home
Economics—Purchase Area
There are lots of things you
will find helpful in cutting down
the time and effort that goes
into dishwashing. Here is a
checklist: (I) a dish scraper of
some kind—paper toweling is
useful for removing grease.(2)
a dish mop or long-handled
brush for glasses, bottles and
other tall containers. (3) Steel
wool or some other abrasive
material for removing burned
food from baking dishes and
cooking pans. (4) A rubber or
other type of mat to protect
dainty china and glassware
from breaking on porcelain sink
—Mrs.
Barletta
drains.
Wrather, 209 Maple Street,
Murray, Ky.
It is important to sort perpress
manent
garments
carefully before washing.
Always wash whites in a
separate load to prevent color
pickup from other garments.—
Dean Roper, Courthouse,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.

• 3 H.P. Briggs
Stratton engine,
manual throttle

control.
• 20 front
discharge
staggered
wheel.

• 14-gauge
deck.

roleum supAmericans
g planes or
huge, per:entives for
nental shelf
ile will want
the Middle
.ed States is

steel

polyethylene
black tiros.

•6

• Heavy plated
loop handle.

\.s
‘14.4

'rollelje#14

20-In. Lawn Mower

49.99
Rotary lawn mower. Conforms to
safety specifications for power
mowers as published by OPEI.

LERMANS
-

-

Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at 6:30
p.m.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
1101AIRMCLIt
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With so many knits now on the
market, we are often confused
as to whether a particular knit
fabirc is suitable for a particular pattern. To help you
avoid sewing a knit garment
that does not fit properly, a
simple gauge may help.
Measure 4 inches of knit fabric
on the crosswise grain. A
limited stretch knit fabric will
stretch to not more than 4%
inches. Garments made from
limited stretch fabric will have
zippers or button openings and
darts for fit. The stretch is
sufficient only for wearing
comfort. Good quality double
knit fabrics usually fall into the
limited stretch fabrics. The
moderate stretch fabric has a
stretch of 1 inch to a 1 inch
length. This type of knit can be
used for pull-over styles and
will fit more closely to the body.
The very stretchy knits,
stretching 4 inches to six inches,
are used for garments that have
body fit such as an in one
bodysuits and swimsuits. —
Catherine C. Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050.
March is a good time to move
or transplant shrubs. Do this
just as soon as the ground thaws
out or can be easily worked.
March also provides about the
last opportunity until next iall to
transplant grapes, evergreens,
dormant roses, and hedges
easily and with the best chance
of success. In doing this kind of
a job, remember, that whether
planting new stock or removing
the old, do not let the roots dry
out in the March wind. This
could very-easily prove fatal to
the Shrub. —Maxine Griffin,
Clinton, Ky:.

Many Groups Are
Featured;sCjntry
Music-Show, Here
The New Concord Elementary School Parent-Teacher
Club sponsored a Country Music
Show at the school on Saturday
night, March 24, with Billy. Joe
of
master
as
Kingins
ceremonies.
Appearing on the program
were Gene Kimbro and the
Kentuckians with his wile as
singer, Debbie and Thona
Claxton as a duet, Krit Stubblefield as soloist, the Rhythm
Ramblers led by Lloyd
Buchanan, and the , Bu-Mac
Boys.
A large crowd attended the
program-1nd one of thE
members of the audience said it
was a fine program and expressed the desire for more
program of this type at the
school.

-

1 am 35.
DEAR ABBY: My bushels: is 34 years old, and
teacher,
school
a
am
I
years.
12
for
married
We've been
ago he started to
and he does counseling. About six months
same time
buy me some rather expensive presents At the
gold watch, some
expensive
an
with
home
came
himself
he
automobile.
tailor-made suits, and finally a new expensive
what he
I knew he couldn't afford all those things on
that
made, so I had a long talk with him and he confessed
woma
from
money
of
'amounts
large
getting
been
has
he
an. He described her as a high-priced call girl. He said he
interwas helping her to work out her problems, that his
for
est in her was strictly professional and in appreciation
large
him
giving
kept
she
together
head
her
helping her get
amounts of money.
He has been spending a lot of evenings away from
home Does this sound professional to you? SUSPICIOUS
DEAR SUSPICIOUS: Not very. An ethical counselor
usually charges a set fee, and doesn't accept "large
amounts of money." Iii all right for him to help her get
her head together as long as he doesn't take too Insuty
things apart.

three p.m. to make Erator
Decorations.

The general meeting of the
Woman's Missionary Union of
the First Baptist Church will be
held at 6:30 p.m. with Willard J.
Allis as speaker who will also
show a film on "Drug Abuse."

Murray Assembly No. 19
The Faxon Mothers Club will
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hail at meet at Faxon School at 1:30
p.m.
seven p.m.

By Abigail Van Buren

oil is en)il and.gas
i provide a
I regulation
owerful opFreeman.
,ct, recently
consumers.
, the profits

ON
ME"

--Tuesday, April 3..__
Cancer and Venereal Disease
Clinic will be from six to nine
p.m. in the MSU infirmary on
ground floor of Wells Hall. Free
tests for VD testing for both
men and women and PAP
smears will be available.

vittp

What 'counseling'
is hubby giving?

Bridal Coffee Held
At Haribbreys Home
For Miss Eldridge

rims

M=W

Rogers-Doron Engagement

Deborah Brandon Is
Honored At BriOal
Tea At Hart Home

ied
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The Baptist Women and
Baptist Young Women of Flint
Baptist Church will both meet
at the church at seven p.m.

Miss Jo Anne Roberts

fhe Delta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mrs. Margaret
speaker.
as
Trevathan
Hostesses will be Miss Hazel
Tarry, Mesdames Mavis McMiss Jo Anne Roberts was the Camish, Clinton Rowlett,
speaker at the meeting of the Raymond Dixon, and Joe Nell
Murray Quota Club held on Rayburn.
Tuesday, March 27, at twelve
noon at the Triangle Inn.
The Kappa Department of the
The speaker, a sophomore at Murray Woman's Club will
- Murray State University meet at the club house at 7:30
in
distributive p.m. with Dr. John Bartholomy
majoring
on as speaker. Hostesses are
spoke
education,
"Resolutions and By-laws." She Mesdames Bill Burnette, Dale
is president of the Kentucky Cochran, Tommy Chrisp,
of William Fandrich, and Sidney
Division
Collegiate
Distributive Education Clubs of Easley.
America and assisted in the
Tuesday, April 2
writing of by-laws for the state
Pathlighters
Christian
The
chapter.
yesterday
me
DEAR ABBY: A former neighbor phoned
will
meet
at
the
Calvary
Temple
out
pointed
Roberts
Miss
and the first thing she asked me was: "How much did
Pentecostal Church of God from
for
in
by-laws
allowed
ways
me
asked
she
Then
her.
told
I
house?"
you get for your old
enlargement of membership. seven to 8:30 p.m. For inwhat we paid for our new house. I was so shocked at her
She challenged the group by formation call 753-45a6.
nerve, I told her.
children
quoting their motto, "We
some
adopt
to
trying
were
we
mentioned
Wednesday, April 4
I
any
Share," to share themselves
Bridge will te played at the
from Korea or Viet Nam. She said: "Can't you have
with their communtile, to
Oaks Country Club by the lutes
of your own?" I told her we felt the world should provide"
become involved, and by so at 9:15 a.m. Make reservations
thought
she
me
told
she
Then
here.
are
that
for the children
doing they really do care and by Tuesday noon with Joyce
we were out of our minds to "borrow trouble."
Share.
Abby, we lost a pair of twin boys when our home
Thomas 7534442.
The speaker was introduced
caught fire six months ago, and I told her we felt so guilty
by her mother, Mrs. Hollis
because we survived and they didn't. She said we were
Cancer and Venereal Disease
Roberts.'
"ridiculous" to feel that way. I told her we had talked to
Clinic continues from six to nine
Mrs. Helen Spann, Quota p.m. in the MSU infirmary,
taw minister and a psychiatrist and they agreed our feelpresident, presided at the Wells Hall.
Of guilt were normal, and only time would erase them.
meeting which was opened with
She said all psychiatrists were crazy, and ministers are
the group repeating the Quota
stupid, and we could get over it if we wanted to.
The ladies day luncheon will
Collect.
Then she said. "Bill and I want to see your new house.
for
served at the Murray
be
twenty
over
ly
as
Approximate
have
dinner,
a
make
to
If you don't want
memberS were present. A gueI Country Club at noon. Resercocktails soon, will you?"
was Ruby Krider from the Paris vations should be made by noon
I said: "Yes, I will." After I hung up I was angry with
into
Monday by calling Mrs. Cecil
me
maneuver
Club.
Quota
woman
nervy
this
letting
for
myself
753-2205. Other hostesses
invite
Farris
to
"forget"
just
I
Should
over.
promising to have her
are Mesdames Bernard D. Bell,
CORRECTION
her over? Or am I committed now? SECOND THOUGHTS
Mrs. Guy Cunningham was J. Donald Brock, Thomas E.
DEAR SECOND: Don't "forget" to invite her. Rememnamed as winner in the sewing Brown, Robert Buckingham,
ber to avoid her.
contest for the First District Ted F. Billington, Ronald W.
Federation of Women's Clubs at Churchill, Vernon Cohoon, Joe
DEAR ABBY: Forty years ago I fell in love with my
the meeting held at Ballard Dick, James E. Diuguid, and C.
first cousin. I was 17, and he was 19. Our parents twisely?]
County. Mrt Cunningham Wayne Doran. Hostesses for
broke it up.
Home bridge are Mrs. Don Fiunter and
the
d
represente
lam 57 now, and he is 59 and both of us are free to
Mrs. Donald Jones.
Murray
the
of
Department
marry. I'm recently widowed, and he's divorced We would
Woman's Club instead of Mrs.
thru
am
I
other.
like to marry as we truly love each
Senior Citizens will meet at
Nola Lewis as announced In the
menopause which means there will be no children
Douglas Center from one to
Saturday.
on
story
department
Can first cousins marry in the state of Arizona. where I
live? If not, how about Illinois, where be lives?
WAIAUNG ON AIR

Jo Anne Roberts
Speaks At Meeting
Of The Quota Club

state
DEAR WALKING: A clergyman or Weyer is year
can quickly give you the yea or the nay.
wedding
DEAR ABBY: To the correspondent who said
the tray
presents were out of style—that they just passed
and collected money instead:
festive
Last summer we attended a wedding where the
members of a
dinner was prepared by friends who were
the dingourmet cooking club. Their "gift" was preparing
painting two
ner. Another friend donated his services by
groom were
roonas1p the old house where the bride and
going tosnve„,,
form
Soliciting gifts of money would be considered bad
idle rich.
the
means
no
by
are
we
and
circles,
our
In
es rate
Imaginative gifts suitable to the circumstanc
BILL
tece.
It off your chest.
Peebles's? Yee% feel better if you get
Ne. NM. L. A..
Box
ABBY:
For a perusal reply. write to
envelope.
-addressed
sell
stamped,
Calif. UMW Shadow
please.

The Cherry Corner Baptist
and Baptist Young
Women
Women will meet at the church
at seven p.m.
The Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at the Community Center at 1:30 p.m. with
Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield as
hostess and Mrs. Humphrey
Key as program leader.
Thursday, April 5
Cancer and Venereal Disease
Clinic continues from six to nine
p.m. in the MSU infirmary,
Wells Hall.
Leon Harp of Murray will be
presented in a recital at the
Flecital Hall of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Building, MSU, at
eight p.m.
Night Owl Homemakers Club
MU meet at the home of Mrs.
Terry Denier, 1716 Keeneland,
at seven p.m. _
The Murray Jaycettes will •
meet at the .tLerne of Mrs. June_
Yurcus at 7:30 p.m.
The Baptist Women of
Kirksey Church will meet at
seven p.m.
The BaptIst Young Women of
Spring Creek Church will meet
at seven p.m.
Women of Murray Moose
Lodge will meet at eight p.m. at
the lodge hall.
The WMCF of the Assembly
of God Church is scheduled to
meet at seven p.m.
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 1:30
p.m. with the program by Mrs.
Lenvel Yates and Mrs.
oung. Hostesses will be
Mesdames E.S. Ferguson,
Morrison Galloway, A.W.
Simmons, $r., C. Wesley
Waldrop, and John R. Thompson.

Columbus, Magellan,
Drake,
Balboa,
Plotkin
Byrd

Hate to write letters? Seed $t to Abby, Box 111711. Us
Angeles. Cal. MO, for Abby's booklet. "How to
Letters fee All Occasions."

Senior Citizens Of
Hazel Hold_Meet At
Alibrittin .Home
.
The Senior Citizens of the
Hazel Community met at the
home of Mrs. Lula Allbritton on
Thursday, March 22, at one
o'clock in the afternoon.
Lynn Whayne, arts and crafts
instructor, taught a lesson on
"Making Yardstick Holders."
At the conclusion of the
lesson, Mrs. Allbritton served
refreshments to the following:
Hazel Allbritton, Roberta
Brandon, Notie Miller, Loyce
Newport, Fannie Owen, Ermine Stewart, Mary Turnbow,
Bradie White, Lynn Whayne,
Verona Grogan, director, a and
a guest, Evelyn Norwood.
The next meeting will be held
at the Hazel United Methodist
Church on Thursday, April 12,
at one p.m. The 'making of
yardstick holders will be continued and Lynn Whayne will
demonstrate egg decoration of
the Easter season

COOKING
IS FUN
Iv CkIlY 11•0•‘NSTONI
A• food hide.

COMPANY SUPPER
Rice
Curried Shrimp
Salad Bowl
IZZ Kellogg's Chocolate
CL
A
Macaroon Dessert
BARBARA KELLOGG'S
CHOCOLATE MACAROON
DESSERT
This is rich so small portions
are in order
1 package (6 ounces). semisweet chocolate pieces (1
cup)
1,container 18 ounces commercial sour cream
1/3 cup confectioners sug3r
•
Pinch of salt
1 tablespoon NITTI
1 cup fine dry ma( aroon
crumbs
Melt chocolate ,IN,cr very low
heat or hot water, add sour
cream. sugar. salt rum and
macaroon crumbs • with wire
Whisk, mix well Turn into an
ice-cube tray or paper cupc--ake
cases and freeze Before serving, thaw, but serve chilled
Makes 6 servings

•11111111•4111Mit

Plotkin???
An Extraordinary Bost Loan
4

Famous seafarers of the past got their. bOat
loansfrom'Kings, Queens and empires. It'seasier nowadays. The extraordinary bank
'-provides boat loans to anyone who wants to sail
: the bounding main (or cruise the bay. or
can downstreonid v{e arrange the loan
on convenient termilhil-Wrori t Make waves
in your budget. Ask Cap'n Plotkin!
'

-
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David Ryan Finishes First In
Annual Carter Pinewood Derby

mortal, Coldwater Win
Church League Divisions
The senior division of the
Murray Church league completed its regular season action
Saturday, with Memorial
Baptist, 5-1, and Coldwater
Methodist, 5-1 winning their
respective divisions.
First Methodist II defeated
Salem Baptist in the opening
game 43-32. Methodist took
advantage of a cold shoaling
first half by Salem and jumped
out to a ten point lead. A
balanced firsi half scoring
found all of Methodist's starters
finding the mark.
Salem made a strong rally to
overtake Methodist during the
final stanza, but could not
whittle enough of the lead off.
Leading the scoring for the
Methodist team were David
Frank and Raymond Sims with
12 points apiece. R. Oliver led
•Salem with ten markers.
First Methodist II (43):--Orr
1, Sims 12, Shahan 4, Frank 12,
,Rollins 11„ Peebles 1, Gillihtun
2.
. Salem Baptist (32)-G. Oliver
2, T. Chavis 6, R. Oliver 10, J.
Chavis 4, Martin 6, Adams 2,
Miller, Stone, Thompson 2.
First Christian completed its
season with a 4-2 mark as First
'Baptist fell 27-24. The smaller
• Baptist team went through a
scoreless first quarter, but
came back to close the gap to
-Anne points at half time.
Baptist outscored First
40-4 during the final
a71;ut could not catch up.
-x
1•;,0
1 t..3nz
Tony Boone led all scorers
rith 15 points for the winners

Mktillen
To Open In
RightfieltBRADENTON, Fla. (AP)Phase II of the Sanguillen Experiment begins Friday when
the Pittsburgh Pirates open
their regular season.
Manager Bill Virdon announced Monday that Sanguillen has passed the spring
training test and will be in
right field when the Pirates
. meet the St. Louis Cardinals.
4
The former catcher will fill
the vacancy created when his
.close friend, Roberto Clemente,
died New Year's Eve in a plane
'crash off the coast of his native
Puerto Rico.
Sanguillen also is expected to
1 catch a few games to relieve
the new Pirate No. 1 catcher,
Milt May. The 22-year-old May
has been Sanguillen's backup
since he was voted the outstanding prospect in the International League in 1970 after
hitting 21 home runs for the Pirates' Columbus farm club.
As an untried Major league
catcher and hitter, Ma,could
hold one of the keys to the Pirate success in-4973. And he
also may be the critical factor
in whether Sanguillen remains
in right field.

-
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while Bob Thurman provided Alchardson 17, Roy Richardson
the scoring punch for First 4, Wicker, Outland, Utley,
Baptist with ten markers.
Taylor.
First Christian (21)-4.' ' First Presbyterian ended
Marvin, S. Marvin 2, T. Boone their season with a win as they
15, B. Wells 6, Brad3oone.4.11... bad little trouble defeating St.
Boone, Warner.
John's 63-16. Lindy Suitor led all
First Baptist II (26)- scorers with 32 points.
Thurman 10, Mansfield 8,
First Presbyterian (63)Vinson 2, Spencer, Lyons 4, Dyer 14, Grogan 13, Suitor 32,
Hussung.
Kline, Johnson, Kurz 4, PurFirst Baptist I ended its chase.
season with a win over Locust
St. John's (18)-Smith,
PLACE RIBBONS-Qualified for the
Grove 53-50.
Stripling 8, J. Whitmer 6, R. REVEIVING SECOND
Derby were ( back row, 1. to r.1
Pinewood
finals
the
of
auarter
upper
Locust Grove held the
Whitmer, Harcourt, Hendricks
Jerry
Bumpus, Den 4; And Mike Reed,
McClure,
Darwin
en
1;
hand at the end of the first half, 2
rv, Webelos Den; and David
Brumley
Ben
row),
(front
holding a 23-20 edvantage.
Sinking Spring came from Den 7;
Brian Doyle, Den
Locust Grove dominated action behind to take a 25-24 win over Ryan,Den 2. Absent when photo was taken was
5.
Morrison,
Den
Barry
and
3,
during the third period, also, as Poplar Springs in the final
they stretched the lead to nine seconds.
points. But Jay Pitman
Gene Lockhart stole the ball
provided the spark for Baptist, in the last few seconds, drove
as he pumped in seven of his 15 the length of the floor, and gave
points during the final round to Sinking Spring the lead for the
propel the Baptist team to the first time.
win.
McDaniel, led all scorers as
Audrey Perry led all scorers he put in 11 points for the losers.
with 21 points, while Lance
Sinking
Spriag
(25)Hooks had 13 for the losers. McCuiston 7, Starks, Lockhart
Pitman and Doug Spencer led 6, Paschall I, Vance 6, Cooper 2,
Baptist with 15 and 17 points Howard L
respectively.
Poplar Brains (24)-Walker,
First Baptist I 53.-Pitman McDaniels 11, Yogel 2, Peeler 5,
15, Spencer 17, Philpot 1, Cherry, Byerly, Boyd 6.
Trevathan 4, Giles, Lyons 2,
Thurman 4.
Locust Grave (121)-Williams
2, Hooks 13, Moodi-4, Perry 21,
K. Bailey 5, T. Bailey 6.
Coldwater Methodist nailed
CAR WINNERS FOR THIRD PLACE RIBBONS-Cub Scouts of
down their division crown as
Carter School show their ribbons and race cars after entering the
they edged Elm Grove 39-36.
annual Pinewood Derby Thursday evening. Third place winners
Coldwater held the upper hand
r Wayne Horton, Den 1
for the Pack's dens are(back row, 1
throughout the game, but could
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz.(AP)- Keith Boyle, Webelos Den; Brad Gardone, Den 7; and Chard
never put it out of reach, as
Elm Grove stayed with them. Selection of a site for Super Cochran, Den 2; (front row) Larrydale Adams, Den 3; Jeff
Rich Richardson led all Bowl IX occupied the National Carruthers, Den 5, and Darryl Blanton, Den 4.
scorers as he put up 17 points for Football League club officials
U e losers. Randy Brandon also today, one day after the grog;
had 15 for Elm Grove.Beane led decided to begin steps to expand the 26-member league.
Coldwater .with. 16 markers.
New Orleans, Miami and Los
Coldwater (39)--Geib 7,
Hargrove 8, Lamb 2, Smith 6, Angeles were scheduled to
make a pitch for the 1975 postWilson..elartirBeane 16.
Elm Grove (31)-Brandon 15, season spectular between the
two conference champions. In- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS rays but the results were not
siders indicated New Orleans,
Kansas City's Hal McRae immediately known.
with a new stadium to open in tried to send the ball careening
Detroit right-hander Joe Cole1974, had a slight edge in the into the stands whenever he man and southpaw John Hiller
selection.
stepped up to the plate. Un- combined for a three hitter and
Birmingham, Ala., and Jack- fortunately, his lusty swings Al Kaline and Bill Freehan prosonville, Fla., were scheduled were missing the target. Then vided the Tigers' offensive
By The Associated Press
to make presentations for the he shortened his swing.
punch with two hits each.
NHL
1975 Pro Bowl contest. But
"I hit a couple of balls deep , Dave Hilton lashed a two-run
Playoffs
Stanley Cup
league officials said a decision earlier in the spring and I got homer in the first inning that
All Best-of-7 Series
on the site was not expected be- carried away," McRae re- started the Padres en route to
Querter-finals
fore Wednesday.
called. "I guess I lost my head victory.
Al Times FT
Pete Rozelle, league commis- for a while
The Orioles scored three runs
Wednesday, April 4
sioner, who earlier Monday
in the third inning off Gary
McRae
Buffet-Olt Montreal -advised
work
was
to
said expansion was being
on regaining his short stroke Gentry, ending the Atlanta's
New York Rangers at Boston
played down, announced later
St. Louis at Chicago
and
he found it in-time to wal- hurler's 19-inning scoreless
in the day he was forming a
Minnesota at Philadelphia
lop
three
doubles and ia single, streak..
four-member committee to proJon Hart hit a two-out single
Thursday, April 5
driving in three runs Monday
ceed "with deliberate speed."
in
the bottom of the ninth as
Montreal
Buffalo at
as the Royals registered a 7-2
Roz-elle, establishing no spethe Giants nipped the Dodgers
4t- York at Boston
exhibition
baseball
victory
cific timetable, said owners of
Monday over the St. Louts Car- behind pitcher Tom Bradley,
St. Louis at Chicago
the 26 clubs "generally were
who went the distance for Los
Minnesota at Philadelphia
dinals.
pro-expansion in a very healthy
Angeles.
In other games Monday,
discussion."
Joe Decker led a trio of MinWHA
He said the committee, to be Montreal whipped Boston 5-1, nesota pitchers who limited
West Division Fourth Place
named before the week-long the Chicago White Sox defeated Houston to three singles as the
One Game,Sudden Death
meetings are completed, would Texas 8-4, Pittsburgh beat Twins scored in the first on
Wednesday, April 4develop criteria for a market Philadelphia 6-4, Oakland. bat- Gary Terrell's double, an error
Alberta vs. Minnesota at Calresearch group and report to tered California 8-3, the Chi- and sacrifice by Dan Monzon
gary, 11 p.m., EST
Wor10
club owners at their meeting in cago Cubs clobbered Cleveland and added runs in the seventh
Trophy Playoffs
15-2 and San Diego upended and ninth innings.
New York in June.
All Best-of-7 Series
Milwaukee 5-3.
Dal Maxvill spearheaded an
Quarter-finals
: Elsewhere, Baltimore beat 11-hit Oakland barrage by hitWednesday, April 4
I. Atlanta 7-3, the New York Mets ting three consecutive singles
East Division
blanked the New York Yankees and driving in two runs.
Philadelphia at Cleveland, a
5-0, Detroit triumphed over CinJohn Jeter drove in four runs
cinnati 4-1, Minnesota beat for the White Sox with two douThursday, April 5 -- Houston 3-0 and San Francisco bles and a sacrifice fly.
West Division
edged Los Angeles 3-2.
GOLF . .
Veteran Bob Bailey hit his
Houston,
11:20
Los Angeles at
The Cubs smothered the In- first homer of the exhibition
GREENBSORO, N.C. - Chi
Pam
Chi Rodriguez carded a five-un- dians under a 22-hit onslaught season and rookie Pepe Magus]
der-par 66 on the final 18 holes but may have lost third base- cracked his fourth as the Expos
.71 finish with
"fftigle man Ron Santo who was struck took an early lead with single
7,ã26
stroke victory over Lou Gra- in the wrist by a pitch. Santo runs in four of the first six inham and Ken Still, and the $42,- was taken to a hospital for X- nings.
000 first place check at the
rain-soaked Greater Greensboro Open.
By The Associated Press,
BASKETBALL .
ABA Playoffs
RICHMOND, Ky.- Bob MulFirst Round
cahy, head coach at the UnAll Best-of-7 Series
iversity of South Dakota, was
Monday's Games
named to the same position at
West Division
.
Eastern Kentucky Unversity,
Utah 107, San Diego 93, Utah his alma meter.
NASHVILLE, Tam. (AP) - 3:41 were left in the game. At
leads, 1-0
NEW YORK - Larry Brown The Tennessee basketball All- that point, with Kentucky leadTuesday's Games
of the Carolina Cougars, at 32 Stars had to make up a 13-point ing 6443, Ronnie Robinson hit a
EaseDlidales
the youngest coach in the pro halftime deficit Monday night three point play, Pack stole the
Carolina at New York, series ranks, was named Coach of the before hanging up their second ball and hit a layup and Edtietk
"
consecutive victory over Ken- wards tallied on another steal
Year.
Kentucky va.Virginia, skies
tucky coentOrpartS 97-94 at to make the score 90-84,
BASEBALL . .
tied, 1-1.
MKT MYERS, Fla. - The Vanderbilt's Memorial Gyrnna- Tennessee. The visitors never
- West Division
Banns CitY Royals of the slam.
caught up again.
Indiana at Denver, Indiana American League acquired
The Volunteer State squad
Ronnte-Robinson, of Memphis
leads, 24.
catcher Fran ,Healy from the was led by Tennessee Tech's State, led Tennessee with 23
Wednesday's Games
San Francisco Giants'of the Wayne Pack, who was the points. Edwards, of the Un„Nest Division
National League in exchange game's most valuable player, iversity of Tennessee, had 21,
San Ditogo,at Utah.
for minor league pitcher Greg Robbie Robinson, Mike Ed- while Turner, of Vanderbilt had
wards and Steve Turner. •
:
4;
Minton.
16 and Pack had 14. Jim AnNBA
offs
Tennessee won the first meet- drews of the University of KenBRADENTON, Fla._ - The
All Best-ofes
Pittsburgh Pirates of the Na- ing between the two all-star tucky led his squad with 17
First R
tional League sent catcher squads, 89-81, and Pack was while Les Taylor of Murray
Monday's Games
Charlie Sands to the Detroit MVP in that contest as well
had 16 and Charlie Mitchell of
No games scheduled
Trailing by 13 at 54-41 at half Eastern Kentucky hit 15. •
Tigers of the American League
Tuesday's Games
and acquired pitcher Chris time, the Tennessee team ex
No_ games scheduled ploded to ,outecore 25-11 in the
Nary.
- TENN1S.Wednesday's Games
SPRINGS, Calif. - first seven minutes of the secHOUSTON -Top seed Mart)'
Eastern Conference
The
ornia Angels traded ond half to take a 66-65 lead.
Ftiessen of Evanston, th.,,out.
Boston at Affinti, rtrannir,- shortstop-tato Cardenas to the
- Turner was the key man rn played Ray
Moor? of South AfBoston leads 1-0 •
Cleveland Indians for outfielder the strgtch, hitting five con- rica, 74, 6-3 in first round' acNew York at Baltimore, 11:15 Tom McCraw and
Bob Marcano secutive baskets.
tion at the. River Oaks
p.m., New York leads 2-0
The teams traded leads until
in an American League trade.
tournament,

Cities Are
After 1975
Super Bowl

David Ryan, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Nicky Ryan, and Jerry
McClure, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Pearly McClure, were the first
and second place winners in the
annual Carter School Cub Scout
Pack 57 Pinewood Derby
Thursday.
The annual event features
father and son built model cars,
carved by father and son, and
race by the scouts on a
regulation track.
In the final heat, along with
Ryan and McClure, were Greg
Cherry and John Jennings.

ceremony, five new scouts
received their Bobcat rank. The
induction was conducted by
Mrs. June Jennings and her son
Life Scout Jim, who is a den
chief.
The new Bobcats are: Brian
Doyle, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Larry
Doyle;
Larrydale
Adams, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dale Adams; Busty Wyatt, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Wyatt;
Wilson Simmons,son of Mr. and
Mrs. A.W. Simmons, Jr.; and
Mark Denham, son of Dr. and

Mrs. Herbert Denham.
Advancing into the den for 10year-olds -Webelos-was
Shane Phillips. Presenting him
with his new Webelos neckerchief and cap was his mother,
Mrs. Bennye Phillips.
Boys who are eight or nine
years old and who are attending
Carter Elementary School and
are interested in joining Cut,
Scouts are encouraged tc
contact: Alton Swift, Mrs. 0.J
Jennings,
or
Thomas
Carruthers.

Ribbons were presented to the
top three cars of each of the
seven dens, with the top two
cars competing in the quarterfinal heats for the pack finalists.
Trophies for the most original
and best looking were presented
by the three judges, James
Hooper and Max Weatherford of
Robertson Pack 37, and Jerry
Key.
The "most original" award
went to Ben Brumley IV, 10year old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Brumley. Chad Cochran,
nine-year old son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Cochran, took the
trophy for the "best looking"
car.
Track starters were Cubmaster Alton Swift and James
Bogard. They superviaed the
running of the derby, which is
run in heats, with cars starting
from a standstill and running
unaided down the ramp to the
finish line. Wooden grips
placed down the center of
each lane guide the cars.
In a candlelight induction

RACE CHAMPIONS-Winners of Carter School Cub Scout Pack
57's Pinewood Derby Thursday evening aN Jerry McClure, left
second place winner, and David Ryan, who holds high the
championship trophy.

McRae Regains Hitting Stroke
By Shortening Up On His Swing

Hockey
Playoffs

The Pirates stunned rookie
righthander Larry Christenson
for six runs and seven hits in
first three innings and then
survived a Philadelphia rally
highlighted by Greg Luzinski's
solo homer.
John Milner and Wayne Garrett hit home runs in support of
John Matlack's five-hit pitching
all the ?stets -closed „.a two-game
swoop over the Yankees.

Solç performs n tough

.lem Weeds like. cocklebur., vel:
vetleaf. jimsonweed. annual
morningglory and smartwecd.
Let us show you

g

We
have it
Hutson
Chemical
Co.

W. Railroad Ave.
Murray -153-1933
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Red Bird
Road Ru
Night e
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Ten.Pen
Rockets

strikes
DEN FIRST PLACE WINNERS-Winning first place ribbons in
their dens during the annual Pinewood Derby of Cub Scout Pack
57 Thursday evening was(back row, 1. to r.): Greg Cherry, Den
1; Brent Clark, Den 5; James Parks, Den 7; and John Jennings,
Den 2:(front row) Barry Wyatt, Den 3; Vincent Wall, Den 4; and
Bobby Johnson, Webelos Den.
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Taylor kores 16 But
Kentucky Stars Lose
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Once again I Want to take this opportunity to thank my many friends
and customers for
the huge part they have played in helping me to make the decision
to run for this very important office-Sheriff of Calloway County. This was a hard and
great decision for me to
make, but lam in and running and have a group of good fellows
to beat. If I should be the oh&
elected, twill work hard to carry out the duties of this office
and to keep your faith and trust
in me. I will show no favoritism-all will be treated equal.
I will work with young as well as the older generation to
help them in their problems. We
have a 1'V business locatedialhe Central Shopping Center,
which will continue as usual to
serve our teeny friends and customers, but if elected, my
full time will be devoted to the
duties of the sheriff's office. I will be available-day and
night Far Many years now with the
increase in population and addition of the lake area our
Sheriff's Department has been too
small. It is my theory, ill am elected, to have an honorary
deputy of your choice in each
community for the better protection of the citizens. I will
see that this is carried out. No one
is more aware of the protectiorrote need,since lam
a small businessman.
Folks, this is no popularitycontest. Thisi Li a serious
matter, if you want law-and order
upheld;hanesty,courage and respect then vote for me to be
your Sheraif of Calloway County.
Alimy ;Worts will be to make a good sheriff.
I will try to serasmarry of you as! possibly can,
If fail to see you. Please accept this as
my plea for your vote,and I will be ever so grateful.
Hafford G.James
.
.
Candidate for Sheriff of Calloway. Coady;
Paid Political Advertisement,paid for.by

Hafferdt.James 2228112th, Murray
.3-
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Rodriguez Is Not Forecasting
• A Win In Masters Tournament
By BOB GREEN
Associated Press Golf Writer
GREENSBORO,N.C.( AP) -Little Chi Chi Rodriguez has no
illusions about extending his
winning streak to two with a
victory in the famed Masters
this weekend.
"Jack Nicklaus will be
there," Chi Chi explained.
"When Jack takes a week off
(as he did in the Greater
Greensboro Open), it's anybody's tournament," Rodriguez
said Monday after his onestroke victory over Lou Graham and Ken Still.
"But Augusta National (the
site of the Masters) was made
for Jack Nicklaus and Jack
Nicklaus was made for Augusta
National."
The 37-year-old Rodriguez,
down to a wiry 120 pounds because of a diet he "hopes will
help me live to be 140 years
old," came from two strokes
off the pace with a five-underpar 66 in the rain-delayed final
and picked up $42,000 for his
seventh tour triumph in 14
years on the pro tour.
He had a 72 hole total of 267,
17 under par on the squishy,
water-logged 7,021-yard Sedgefield Country Club course.
Graham, who had a final 69,
was one stroke away for the
third week in a row. He tied at
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288 with Ken Still, who bolted
into contention with a lastround 64 that included 11 oneputt greens.
Rodriguez and the rest of the
field that is eligible for the
Masters were delayed one day
in getting to Augusta, Ga.—
where Nicklaus has been practicing for a week—by the rains
that phigued the tournament,
caused two postponements and
left the course a soggy, gooey
quagmire.
Rodriguez started the final
round two, strokes back of
coleaders Graham and Billy
Casper. Casper and Graham
both encountered trouble on the
front nine, despite rules that
allowed all players to lift, clean
and place the ball in the fairway and through the green, and
Chi Chi stormed past them on a
string of three consecutive birdies starting on the seventh hole.
Behind Graham and Still

came Casper and veteran Gay
Brewer, tied at 270. Brewer,
who has played extremely well
this year and is a strong contender at Augusta, closed with
a seven-under-par 64. Casper
matched par 71.
Bobby Nichols was along at
271 with Doug Sanders, Rod
Fuesetti and Lee Elder at 272.
Elder needed to win to become
the first black player to compete in the Masters. He once
got within one stroke on the
mild, windy final day, but finished with a 68 and so missed
his chance at qualifying.
Sam Snead, who first won the
Greensboro tournament in 1938,
was among the leaders for the
first three rounds but slipped
back to par 71 and a tie for
12th at 274.
Still, the 60-year-old marvel
beat Arnold Palmer and Lee
Trevino by two strokes. They
tied at 276,- Palmer with a closing 69 and Trevino 70.

Peach Continues Mound
e-Hitter
On
h
Wit
y
ter
Mas
Meeting Helped

Team
Squires Past Colonels

By Mike Brandon
Ledger & Times Sportswriter

Russell Peach is a quiet
young man who strives for
perfection. And someday he just
may obtain it on the mound by
throwing a perfect game.
The senior southpaw from
Evansville, Indiana threw his
second consecutive one-hitter in
leading Murray State to a 3-0
win over Brown in the first
game of a twinbill sweep
yesterday at Reagan Field.
In the second game of the
afternoon, Greg Engler fired a
two-hitter as the Thoroughbreds
banged out nine hits to lake an
8-2 win over the In'taague
team.
Last Wednesday Peach threw
a one-hitter as Murray edged
Providence 1-0. All that kept
Peach from a no-hitter in that
game was a dew roller up the
middle.
-a The only 111t off Peach
yesterday came with two out in
the fifth inning, a bunt single.
Peach fanned 12 men while
walking six in extending his
record to 5-0.

The first run of the game for
Murray came in the first inning
when senior catcher Richard
Bieterman drew a bases
loaded walk to force in Mike
Bono who had reached on a
fielder's choice.
In the third inning, a double
by Steve Coulson after a walk to
John Howland put men on
second and third. Howland
scored on a passed ball and
Coulson produced the final run
of the game by coming home or
a wild pitch.
Coulson had two hits in the
game while Bieterman was the
only other Thoroughbred to pick
up a hit.
A bases loaded double in the
first inning by Mike Bono drove
in three runs and gave junior
righthander Gred Engler all of
the runs he needed to work with.
Two more runs crossed in the
second inning when Steve
Barrett hit a slow roller back to
the box. The pitcher threw the
ball over the head of the firstbaseman and Engler and
Jack Perconte, who had
reached on singles, crossed the
Plate.

Brown scored its two runs in
the top of the second when three
walks and a single got Engler in
a little trouble.
Engler produced two runs in
the fifth with a triple to right
and a sixth inning double by
Bono drove in the final Murray
tally.
Engler was charged with two
earned runs while giving up
only two hits. The native of
Frederick, Maryland fanned
nine and walked five.
Perconti, Engler and Bono all
had a pair of hits while Barrett,
Weisman and John Sandoz all
had one hit.
Murray is now 194-1 for the
season. Today the Thoroughbreds will pick up in the eighth
inning of a 7-7 tie which came
Saturday with Brown. Then at 1
p.m. the two teams will square
off in a twinblll.
Wednesday Murray will play
Purdue in the afternoon game
while Purdue will meet Browh in the morning game.
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ALCOHOLIC

Your Individual Horoscope

Wife hooked on medicine

Frances Drake

and nose fall into the bag concaused by the medications).
taining the solvent. Also,
Further, I am sending you the
there is great damage to bone
name of a person who will
marrow, kidneys, lungs and
continue to work with your
other vital organs.
Dear Bob:
wife to help motivate her to
In other words, to use these
stay -clean."
My wife stays in trouble
with something all the time.
substances is to ruin your
If you know any politicians,
She drinks some, but prefers
recruit them to help pass laws
body, damage your mind and
medicines. Sometimes she
that will prevent this terrible
gamble with death.
uses the prescriptions ( but
advertisement campaign
It is foolish and stupid! It is
she's running out of doctors)
also a sign of great weakness!
against the dignity of humanbut now she uses over-theTell your friends that they are
i!ZI •
counter medicines, and j
Your wife can make it ...
dumb and chicken to use such
think a lot of people don't"- and she will. Let's worry
stuff. It's the smart and
know how dangerous or real
strong who tackle life with enabout the children who follow.
this is. Can you help me try to
ergy and try to make the best
What about them?
get her "clean" and motiof it.
Bob
vated to live without these
I'll bet you anything you
drugs?
Dear Bob:
want to bet that the guys who
Fuzzy
use this stuff now will never
Don't print my name. Don't
make a varsity team in high
mail me an answer. Will yeti
Dear Fuzzy:
print the answer in the paper?,_ school, never make it to colSeveral of the over-thelam in the 7th grade. Some of
lege, or any good trade school
counter medicines are used to
... even if they live long
the other guys want us to
•'turn on" and excessively.
enough to have the chance.
breathe airplane glue and
Some cough syrups and the
I hope it isn't too late!
paint thinner. I'm afraid but
"stay awake" and "go to
don't want them to know it. Is
Bob
sleep" preparations are sold
it dangerous'
without prescription and can
--Hob Scott can be reached at
Piessnred
cause dependence.
Beverly Manor Alcoholism
Paregoric (camphorated
Dear Pressured:
Hospital, 401 South Tustin
tincture of opium)is available
Ave., Orange, Calif. 92086
Your buddies are hetide4
in some states without a prefor trouble but you may beN (Telephone 714433-0582).
scription and is being abused.
able to get them to read this. I---'
iCopyright, 1973, Copley
One other way the nonprehope they read it carefully.
News Service and Beverly
scription medicines and other
It is known that people are
Enterprises. I
advertised products contribusing model airplane glue,
ute to drug abuse problems is
gasoline, paint thinner and
the implication of their mesother volatile solvents and
sage. When children and adothat some people actually
lescents repetitively hear
don't know the danger.
and see) that it is OK to take
substances for minor emoHere are their effects'
tional difficulties or discomThese substances, which
Over a hundred
fort, they become conditioned
were obviously never meant
to believe the idea. It is a lie to--tobe -Webby people, contain
- patterns
promote the notion that taking
a variety of chemicals and
REASONABLY
some of them are very dana chemical will solve the diffigerous. Some of them need to
PRICED!!
culties that come with everyday life! Yet, such advertisebe used a long time before
they do their main damage.
ment does exist in every
method: books, magazines,
All of them cause damage
newspapers, billboards, rawhen used in a person's body.
They give a clouded mental
dio, TV,and the lives of adults
Home of
everywhere.
state that can, and often does,
develop into a coma. BlindYour wife is victimized and
Red Spot Paints
ness has been reported. Death
does need help. I am sending
On the Square
is known to occur ... someyou a suggested method to get
times it occurs when there
her "clean" send her to the
Mayfield, Ky.
place and they'll give her
isn't enough oxygen and the
plenty of good medical help
inhalant is used. Some deaths
Saturday at Noon
occur when the person loses
while she withdraws and
they'll check out the damage
consciousness and his mouth
By BOB SCOTT
Copley News Service

FOR WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4, 1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
ests,--d?
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 1
Your Mars in auspicious
position. Look for many
salutary effects. Day spells
action, determination,
aggressiveness. Stress your
spirit of enterprise.
TAURUS
—5"
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
benefit*
promise
now
Stars
from past efforts as well as
surprising achievement in some
presently stubborn area. You
can disarm others by a frank
approach to issues.
GEMINI
) May 22 to June 21)
"Business-as-usual" may be
disrupted by myriad details. Do
not let this dismay you. Handle
interruptions in your innately
clever manner. Gains indicated.
CANCER
t June 22 to July 23)
Competition may be keen but,
where you have the knowledge,
don't be afraid to get into the
race. Especially favored:
research, monetary interests.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)
Instead of bogging down in
_routine, try to brighten it with a
novel twist. It
worliwonders in keening your incentive
to better performance.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. gai
Especially fanored now:
communicattalo._ travel,_
meetings of purpose:- Earnings
can be increased through any of
these avenues. •
JLEI,
LIBRA
) Sept. 24 to Oct.
--XD
Mixed influences. Some interests seem definitely "off
limits," not as colorful as once
deemed. Others will progress
happily. Keep balance even,
attitude thoughtful.

Oc

SCORPIO
AV'
(kt. 24 to Nov. 721
A shifting of certain situations
indicated; perhaps conditions
altering. You should be in on the
movements, plans. Express
your opinions - but discreetly.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. Ili 3/le
You initif -triVoifiltflttle
matters if not watchful. Have
patience and the "vagueness"
or seeming inconsistency of
things will clear Manage
tactfully.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
A notable day for presenting
new ideas; also old ones
carefulli treated to get the most
good still left in them. Your
talents should shine now.

vJ

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You may rim into some snags,
obstacles, but you can handle
them'- and ably. As with
Capricorn, pep up an old idea,
keep your vision broad.

=.....s_AA

PISCES
i Feb. 20 to Mar. WI
Day awaits YOUR move.
Study situations carefully. The
wrong turn could cause a setback, but the right one could put
you well ahead of the crowd.

)(Ci'

FAITH FESTIVAL '73 will open at 7:47 p.m. April 20, to Roberts Stadium, Evansville, Ind., with a
multimedia, vocal and instrumental production of BM Gaither's -Get All Excited....Go Tell
Everybody Jesus Christ is King," by the New Direction. The "Spiritual Spectacular" is sponsored by
Fri-state youth for ('hrist. 12)114 Is.41 North, Evansville, Ind.

Faith
Festival
Planned

Woman engineer
'makes it big'

know until the 'children are
fully grown up I they now are
15, 12 and 8) but they don't reYOU BORN TODAY are
sent my work. I have two fullextremely active, both mentally
After being exposed to a day
The New Direction will open
time jobs, at home and_here,
and physically. You are antof ranting, -ravIng, threatenbut we all seem to be suivivbitious and a hard worker but, "Faith Festival '73" at 7:47
ing, promising and all manner
ing quite well."
in striving for your goals, you p.m. on Good Friday night, of militancy by a swaggering
Her greatest ambition?
April 20, at Evansville's
often go off on tangents im
collection of women's libbers,
-One thing at a time," she
pulsively, thus
negating Roberts Stadium.
it was indeed a pleasure resaid
We have an atrnoprevious efforts. Much am=
cently to sit for a few minutes
. number will be,
The gening
_ sphere explorer satellite gomastery is needed here
—with-Mrs.
-Yvonne
Brill
of
Gat All EicTerGo Tea'
ing tip
- Taiiiy soon and
especially in controlling a tooMontgomery Township, N.J.
Christ Is
worked on the propulsion syslively imagination as well as the Everybody Jesus
Mrs. Brill, a mother of
tem, and it has some of my
emotions. Tendencies toward King". The seven vocalists
three, claims no big problem
own ideas I'll be watching it
selfishness should also be ( four female and three male)
in her efforts to make it big in
with a special sense ,of pride
curbed before you can fully will be backed by a multi-media
a man's world. She speaks
and hope."
realize all of your potentials - presentation designed by
softly and pleasantly, and she
And, one more word on
and they are many! Extremely Spencer Solomon. Consisting of
is every bit a lady - a characwomen's invasion of a man's
versatile, there are many fields five carrousel projectors and an
teristic that some of us of the
world. Asked why she wasn't
open to you and, properly elaborate stereophonic sound
"stronger" sex still admire
wearing slacks instead of the
educated, of course, you could track recorded in England by
among the distaff members of
once typical conservative and
make a highly successful artist, members of the London
society.
attractive dress of a woman in
musician, educator, politician Philharmonic, the introduction
Despite these attributes of
business, she said: "It:s
or sculptor. If you choose will capture the audience
feminity, Mrs. Brill has
dreadfal.abe way they dress.
business
as
a
career, through sight and sound.
"made
it
big" in a man's
"You won't find me wearing
manufacturing would be your
Members of the New
world. She is one of the top
pants. The men should wear
best bet.
propulsion engineers of RCA,
Direction include Amy Kelley,
the pants; women, the
Greg Moores, Davis Henderson, and that is definitely the big
skirts."
YOUR PE2SONAL HOROSCOPE
leagues.
Betty Ann Brown, Marilynn
FOR 1972 For • personel 110 posi•
forecost on Moan. hisolth. ioye rind
She works closely with 20
Toed
Lloyd
and
'Janet
Reid,
morrape. sand El OD ph* 2S cants in
other engineers I the only
coin for maloo• and handling to
Love. Glenn Hollis is stage
HoroscoDe Book Deportment. Boo 122,
woman on the team) and has
manager and Dianne Woolfolk
Old Chances Station. New York. N Y
10011, montion..; IRiS
designed and helped build
is lighting technician.
errn.
Print vow NAME, AD0;t
et stenss tor use in Abe,
ZIP,End DATE OF eiRTH (Po b• sari
you oaf th• fight forecast for your
The group is under the
'tes that are a big
radio( sign)
direction of Spencer Solomon,
part of RCA's business.
Interviewed at the RCA
a graduate of Murray State
paiversity,
r _&olomoo
has Space Center in Princeton,
designed an inspirational N.J., Mrs. Brill laughed-utf--women's lib and those Who
experience, fashioning seven
beautiful singing voices, great parade around the country
symphonic sounds, a talented shouting for more female
technical crew and an exciting rights in what they charge is
five-screen
multi-media too much a man's world.
"A lot of noise." Mrs. Brill
background into a dynamic
said, with a twinkle in her
impact for Christ.
happy blue eyes'. "Sure, there
FAITH FESTIVAL '73 is are some cases where qualified women don't make it.
ssponsored by Tr -state youth
Sometime, it takes more effor CHRIST, 12814, U.S. 41
North, Evansville, Indiana. fort. But,! don't feel discrirninoted against in any way. I
Tickets are available there and
have very challenging work,
from the New Direction office,
and it is a great thrill to see a
Benton, Kentucky.
satellite go aloft, especially
one on which I've had something to do with the propulsion
system.
It makes all the worlrwr *Cape Sewage' seem very
worthwhile." ("Cape
Because -sewing centers
Sewage" is a nickname RCA
are compact, one can be
engineers have given to the
'added wherever it's handiest
blockhouse wher,e some of the
for the user—in a family
room utility area or bed- Prince& experiments are
performed.)
room.
(The building is a former
sewage plant and the old
A wide closet can be concatch basins are-ideal for hanverted,- Or a corner of the
dling toxic effluent, Mrs. Brill
fereim or end of a hallway can
said. )
Ise -framed in to hold sewing
•
table and storage. •
Perhaps one of the reasons..
Folding louver _wrincr-1166fr
for Mrs. Brill's success is that
enclose the -Witiat area neatrather than shouting for her
ly between work sessions,
and renuire libk _doe area _ rights in a man's world she set
out calmly and professionally
for closing.
to qualify herself for a man's
job. Born in Winnipeg, she obtained her bachelor of science
degree at the University of
Manitoba and later a master's
in chemistry at the University
of Southern California. She
served with Wright Aeronautical, United Aircraft, the
Rand Corp. and Marquardt on
rocket engines, ramjets and •
turbojets before
joining RCA in 1966.
With RCA she has been re.
sponsible for theanalysis and
design of several spacecraft
propulsion syitems, particularly the long line of successful weather and corn!
munications satellites RCA
has sent aloft.
But, what does this do to her
home life? "I'll stay here so
long as they'll have me," Mrs.
Brill said,."because my home
\
work bland.perteetty._
my.
"My husband, Rik is a
chemist and he can make
(Garlic BreaclIncluded
anything - and the children
STEELIELTED:TIRES
are getting along f4, al
though I get the ICaa.t.boys
are going to be businessmen,
Now In Stocil
Open 4:00 p.m. Every Day
riOt engineers or chemists. "You ask about my success
as a mother. I guess I'll never
By JOHN PINKERMAN
Editor,Copley News Service

in stock.

Ciampett
Paint Store

HIGHER EARNINGS
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AIR FLOAT DELUXE POLYESTER
4-PLY

WHITEWALL

Interest Paid Quarterly

.Sewing Center
Simple To Add

11*

r-

RIERALIAVINGS & LOAN_
Murray Branch

INSURED

Complete
front End
Service-

Or! The Car

71-6)iid main 1.

SPIN

Size
Price . • F.E. Tax
F78x14 '21.23 42.39
G78x14 • '23.95 A2.56
G78x15 $24.16
82.63
H78x15 '25.22 '2.81
THE TEENAGE DESIRE!
COLLEGIATE SPECIAL
Size

Size

F70x14

G70x14

,. agliars Pizza
P5iu

Main
Phone 7512975
.‘
,
Open Under New Management ' ,zt

FREE! FAST!! ,HOT! DELIVERY

To insure the hottest delivery in town, we use 'portable
ovens to insure you of a fresh and hot meal.
* Every Tuesday *

SPAGHETTI
SPECIAL -

9

Compare Our Quality, Atmosphere, Service & Cleanliness
With Anyone!
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Weevil Populations Not Heavy

discouraged In an effort to help
preserve
these
weevil
parasites.
Lexington,Ky.-Alfalfa is a weevil population in western
The UK specialist says farforage crop which is popular Kentucky
is beginning its mers should begin to inspect
with Kentucky farmers because seasonal
activity at nearly fields each week for weevil
It!, L. EDGAR PR1NA
it produces high yields of top average
damage if the warm weather
levels.
Copley News Serviee
quality livestock feed. B
Raney attributes Kentucky's and rapid alfalfa growth conalfalfa growers must keep a lower-than -usual
tinue.
If
25
percent
of
the
alfalfa
weevil
WASHINGTON - With rare
watchful eye on the crop's population to two
factors. First, tips show leaf feeding and
exceptions. American war
number one threat, the alfalfa the overall
weevil population contain live larvae, the farmer
supplies and equipment reweevil.
may be down because of more needs to apply contr-as.
maining in Vietnam will be
Alfalfa weevil egg and larva effective control
Alfalfa
growers
can
obtain
measures used
turned over to the Saigon govcounts have remained low so far by farmers in
recent years. In copies of "The 1973 Insecticide
ernment, but that doesn't
this year in central Kentucky in additon,
mean the Nixon administraalfalfa
weevil Recommendations for Alfalfa
spite of favorable overwintering parasites
and Clover"(Ent-17) from their
tion's "Project Home Run"
released
by
conditions for the adult weevils, University of Kentucky
has been tagged out.
en- local county Extension office.
according. to Harley Raney, tomology
According to General Serresearchers have This publication ,provides the
Extension entomologist at the helped
vices Administration offilower
weevil grower with the latest inUniversity of Kentucky College populations. Raney
cials, more excess war matesays that formation on control of the
of Agriculture. Raney says the flaming of
alfalfa weevil and other insects
rial earmarked for peacetime
alfalfa is being
which plague alfalfa and clover. , uses has been shipped to the
owwwwwwwwwww..wwwwwwwwww, Raney emphasizes that if any United States from South
Korea, Japan and Okinawa in
chemical insect controls are
Shopping For
the last several months than
applied, the grower should be
from South Vietnam.
sure to read the label on the
A New Home?
The explanation: U.S. comcontainer and follow directions
manders repositioned 'subcarefully.
stantial stocks of goods in
those places in anticipation of
the winding down of the war in
Southeast Asia.
More than $65 million worth
of materials ( original cost)
has been returned since
"Project Home Run" was
launched in the summer of
1970. Large quantities of additional excess goods are exN.Y.YORK,
NEW
pected to be shipped home for
"Alcohol," the current issue of
the next year to 18 months.
Christopher News Notes which
The idea of the project,
will be mailed this month to one
which is a joint program of
million readers, examines
GSA,the Defense Department
alcoholism, the number three
and the Department of
Health, Education and Welkiller in the United States.
fare, is to make the excess
"Alcohol" discusses the
nature of this addictive disease,
signs that may indicate a
person is becoming alcoholic
and ways in which alcoholism,
once detected, can be treated.
The News Note maintains that
there is no simple solution to
what it calls "a national helath
problem of crisis proportions."
"It's easy to blame the
pressures of modem life for the
rising rate of alcohol addiction.
But ultimately, alcoholism, Is a
personal disease and requires a
personal decision to seek
treatment.
Reason 12. INSTANT SERVICTE1
The News Note points out
what family members and other
Just walk into any local
interested persons can and
H &R Block office with your
cannnot do to help the problem
tax records,and you'll walk
drinker recognize t his situation
out in no time with your
and decide to seek help.
completed tax return. And,
"Alcohol" was prepared in
there is no extra charge.
close cooperation with the
National Council on Alcohol and
other experts in the field. The
News Note also reflects the
Alcoholics
of
position
Anonymous that alcoholism
cannot be cured but only
arrested: "Treatment is built
around the ability and
willingness of the alcoholic to
stay away from the first drink."
Single copies of "Alcohol" are
available, free of charge, from
The Christophers, 12 East 48th
Street, New York, NY 10017.
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
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CAPITAL TOUCH

War materials being rechanneled
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Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to-usfor income tax help.

military material available
for use by other federal agencies and for donations to
schoqls, hospitals, community
programs and civil defense
organizations.
Once the goods reach the
United States, they are
screened by federal agencies.
Those materials unclaimed
for federal use are offered to
state and local governments,
including school districts, and
to such nonpublic institutions
as hospitals and private
schools.
Recipients of "Home Run"
pay only the shipping charges
within the United States.
'In many cases, 'Project
Home Run' has allowed institutions with limited funds to
obtain costly equipment for a
minimum expense," Arthur
F. Sampson, head of GSA,
said. -The tangible result is
the improvement of the ability of these ihst1tuUons to
meet the needs of the American people."
Al the same time, he noted,
the project is aimed at averting the "massive waste" of
supplies that occurred after
World War I and 11.
Here is a representative list
of items returned under the
project and the disposition
made of them:
- An earthmoving scraper
worth 813,373 for the James H.
Faulkner Slate Junior Col-

NATIONAL HOTEL BLDG.

- More than 125,000 pounds
of nonperishable food items to
Seattle for distribution to the
city's needy families.
- Electrical wire, tires,'
bolts, tools, welding rod, ceiling tile and an ironing board
transferred to the U.S. Forest
Service, Russelsille, Ark.
The GSA said 010 states
and Puerto Rico have banefitted from "Home Run."
The first big shipment of
"Home Run" materials arrived in Stockton, Calif.,
aboard the merchantman SS

American Racer Aug. 27,
1970. It carried supplies and
material which originally cost
the American taxpayer $4.4
million.
.Niro million dollars' worth
of this cargo was distributed
to schools and hospitals, and
the remainder to federal
agencies.
There were three large
shipments in 1971; the SS
American Corsair landed at
Bayonne, N. J., with construe-

The fifth and largest shipment so far. -Carfle home
aboard the SS American Corsair, which docked in Houston
last Oct. 12, with $7.2 million
worth of supplies no longer
needed in Vietnam.
In addition to full shiploads,
GSA continually brings back'
materials in smaller quanti- •
ties

* ELECT *

John B.
Watson
For

Sheriff
Your Vote & Influence Will Be Greatly Appreciate,

Pledge You SERVICE
and ,HONESTY
Paid Politicial Advertisement,
Paid for by John B. Watson

WITH 6 MONTHS TO PAY
WITH APPROvi

CRIDIT

THE GOLDEN BEAR
12/92" TREAD DEPTH
For outstanding mileage.
4 PLY POLYESTER CORD
4 full plies of polyester fix

by GILLETTE
78 SERIES DESIGN
Puts more tread in contac)

with **load

smooth ride and -long

TIRES-

Season a stiffly beaten egg
white with a dash of salt, pepper and a nutmeg.

C78-14
II 12/32" Tread Depth
4 Ply Polyester Cord
78 Series Design
Dual Whi Sidewall

95

AS LOW
AS

Gmee

DO FBLOCI

Open 9 a m -6 p.m. weekdays, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. Phone 7534104
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY ,

lege, Bay Minette, Ala., for
use in training programs.
- A road grader ($18,430)
for use by the Manpower Development Training Agiency,.,
BridgetonsaN.J. This agency
trains young men from deprived communities and returning Vietnam veterans in
the operation and maintenance of heavy equipment.
- A ditch-digger for the Indian Health Service, Zuni,
N.M., valued at 837,355.
- Twenty-seven transform- ,
ers worth $8,649, to the San
Carlos Indian Reservation in
Arizona.
- Automotive and heavy
vehicle repair parts valued at
more than 81 million to the
Manpower Development Center. Stapleton, Minn., for use
in training unemployed
youths.

lion items in September;
Frederick Lykes brought $3
million worth of equipment
•
and supplies to New Orleans,
-tXt. 5, and the SS American
Courier docked at Long
7
-Beach, Calif., Nov. 30, with a I.;
86.2 million cargo.

Sf

878-14
F78-14
6711-14
H78-14

-

C78-13

$21.95 *
$22.95
$23.95
$24.95
$25.95

078-15 $24.95
H7s-is $.25.95
n845- $26.95
- 1.78-15 $26.95

OR THE AMBASSADOR
Phone 753-1916
V 0 T-E *

*

EARL.:FUTRELL.. Native of Calloway
County

SHERIFF
Available 24 Hours a Day,'7,DaysIi-Vieek,
365 Days a Year!
Your Vote and Influence Will Be Greatly

Appreciated
Route I, Murray,
Pelt! Political Advertising,Paid for by Earl Futrell,
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1

4

DR70-13
ER76-I4
FR70-14
GR70-14
kmerica's Premier
HR70-14
Radial Tire Maker
FR70-15
GR70-15
11R70-15
JR70-15
LR76-15•

STEEL
RADIAL

$39.34*
$42.56
$4413
$49.14
854.11
$44.0*
$51.87
$56.87
$59.59
$63.16

2

UNIROYAL HAS MADE MORE
STEEL BELTED RADIALS
THAN ALL OTHER AMERICAN
TIRE MF. PUT TOGETHER.
ER78 14
$42.51,
FR78 14
$44.63
GR71 14
$49.611
MR7S 14
854.11
0R78 IS
$51.87
69R78.IS
.. 556.47
JR78-0
$59.39
L.R7S-13
N

ply

rayon
cord
2 ply

UNIR YAL
ZETA 40M

for

GENT

B.F.
GOODRICH

Ntii*
whitewall
4 ply tread
SIZES

PRICE

E71-14 118.95"
F78-14420.95
871-14 $21.95
878-14 $22.95
871-15 $21.95
N78-16 $22.95
J78-11 $23.95

011-15 $24.95k

FREE
MOD Nil NG

EWING TIRE SERVICE
Phone 753-3164
80b Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points - Murray
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5:30 - Sot. 7:30-5:00
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SPACE AGE REPORT

Astronauts shift to new careers
AnderstApollo 8 lunar module
pilot, is executive secretary of
the National Aeronautics and
Space Council in Washington.
Where have all the spaceMichael Collins, Apollo 11
men gone? Scattered all over
command module skipper, is
the place, that's where, to a
director of the National Air
hadul of new careers.
and Space Museum, SmithsioOnly about half of the 30
roan Institution, Washington.
U.S. astronauts who flew the
And Donn F. Eisele, Apollo 7
Apollo missions — some to the
cornmand module pilot, is dimoon and some short of it —
rector of the 'Peace Corps in
still are members of the acThailand.
tive space corps — that is, are
Richard F. Gordon, who
ready to fly again.
flew around the moon on
A few of the inactives, howApollo 12 as a command modever, still are working for the
ule pilot but never landed,
federal space agency in deskpulled out of space for sports.
bound capacities. But most
He is now associated with the
have moved along to other caNew Orleans Saints _profitsreers in other places across
litihal football team.
the land or overseas.
James A. Lovell Jr., who
Take Neil Armstrong, the
flew on the Apollo 8 mission,
rust man to set foot on the
then commanded the illmoon nearly four years ago.
starred Apollo 13 flight and
'The commander of the hishas more hours in space than
toric Apollo 11 took a job with
other man, is deputy diany
and
Aeronautics
National
the
rector of science and applicaSpace Administration for a
tions at the Johnson Spacewhile as chief of its aerocraft Center, Houston.
nautics planning division but
Frank Borman, who comthen resigned to accept* enmanded the Apollo 8 mission
gineering professorship at the
around the moon on Christ—
University of Cincinnati.
mas Eve in 1968, is a senior
Edwin E. "Buzz" Aldrin,
vice president of Eastern Air
who followed Armstrong to
Lines.
the moon by a few minutes, is
Charles "Pete" Conrad, as
living in Hidden Hills, Calif.,
commander of Apollo 12 the
north of Los Angeles. He is a
third man to walk on the
consultant for several firms
moon, will command the first
and is writing an autobiograSkylab mission, a 28-day,
phy due to be published later
three-man flight scheduled
this year:
for liftoff in mid-May.
Some Apollo astronauts
James B. Irwin, Apollo 15
.have moved to other branches
sr.government—Wilham A.— lunar module pilot-rimy—is
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

PIAA1.

TKAT'5 BECAUSE 413U HAVEN'T
U5E0 IT ALL(ASTER .TR41 NMI*
A LITTLE NEAT5-FOOT OIL INTO IT

president of "High Flight," an
evangelical organization at
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Alan B. Shepard, the first
American ever in space at the
start of the Mercury program
in May, 1961, and commander
of the Apollo .14 mission, is
chief of the astronaut office in
Houston.

Thomas P Stafford, Apollo
10 commander, has been
deputy director of astronaut
flight crew operations at the
Johnson center, but now is
preparing for the mid-1975
linkup of U.S. and Soviet
spacecraft. He will be the
U.S. three-man crew commander.
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WANT TO BUY

HAPPY Ails

WANT TO BUY aluminum or BY OWNER 1968 Buick two door
fiberglass canoe, 16', 17' or 18'. hardtop,Skylark Custom, factor',
Contact Charles at 753-7271. A5C power and air, local car. Iimaculate. New tires. Exceptional
WANT TO BUY used baby buy. Must see to believe. If inA5C terested phone 753-5970 after 4:00
stroller. Phone 4X-31177.
AS('
p.m. daily and weekends.

1964 CHEVROLET Impala four
Remember Walter M.
Eugene Cernan„ Richard
SMILE TODAY
door
hardtop, automatic tranSchirra Jr., one of the seven
haws
..
Evans and Harrison (Jack)
smission, power brakes, power
may km sail pH
original Mercury astronauts
Schmitt, who flew the closehappy ad!
WILL BUY or trade old guns, steering, air conditioning,
who flew on Mercury and
out Apollo 17 mission last Deused guns or new guns. Phone maroon—white top, One owner,
Gemini EillSSICIfIS and then
cember, still are on active •
A9C local car. Looks like new. See at
commanded the Apollo 7 flight status.
753-6940.
•
flight which cleared the way
Caldwell's Used Cars, or phone
If you want to wish
for the first manned mission
A3P
753-1729.
• someone a happy bir• tbday....congratulate
around the moon" He's now
•
LOST & FOUND
ENVELOPE
CALORIES
their
chairman and chief executive'
on
ROAD RUNNER, 1969, black
• friends
•
officer of the Environmental -. — Iiiiive7many cab:16,4.4th .an
eugageinent...send anvinyl top, factory mags. Real
cat
female
LOST:
BLACK
of
in
sugar
envelope
served
Control Co., Denver, Colo.,
▪ niversary greetings to your
A3C
Lost in government sharp. Phone 437-4740.
pet.
Family
restaurants?
about
Sometimes,
telea
as
stints
done
and has
new
folks...congratulate
If
please
out
a
housing
one
area.
of
found
dozen
different
vision commentator during
▪ parents...or just say
brands, the envelope contains 2 •
A3P 1956 CHEVROLET two door
phone 753-0827 or 753-2565.
Apollo flights and as a TV
• "hello" in a special way,
hardtop. New paint job, my
of
sugar.
But
teaspoons
commercial personality.
▪ use a "HAPPY AD" in The
wheels all way around, tape
•
Edgar D. Mitchell, Apollo 14 generally the envelope holds 1
AUTOS FOR SALE
Ledger — Times want ads.
player.
New tires. Transmission
are
teaspoon
measure_
These
presiis
lunar module pilot,
• They're fun....and inexjust overhauled. Phone 753-9249
dent of Edgar D. Mitchell & level measurements and as
CHEVROLET, 1965 Sports Van, after 5:00p.m.,
pensive too. Just $1.15 for 1
Age
Associates, a psychological such provide 16 calories per
step in windows. Ford Fairlane
teaspoon. If rounded as usually
Inch. Call 753-1916 and
research group in Houston.
500, 1963. Both very good conmeasured from a sugar bowl at • make someone Happy.
_Walter Curuungham, Apollo home. 1 teaspoon of sugar totals a
•11 dition. Soles Market, Highway 69 1967 VOLKSWAGEN bug, tan.
7 lunar module pilot, is vice 18 calories
— North, Cottage Grove,Tenn. A7C Top condition in and out, 11350.99.
president of operations for the
Phone 753-8892 after 5:00 p.m. See
A different shape in sugar
Century Development Co.,
A3P
packets, used for individual
OLKSWAGEN BUG, 1970, red. by appointment.
Houston.
places,
eating
public
in
servings
436Phone
offer.
best
or
$900.00
Fred W. Haise Jr., Apollo 13
Please
is a slender three-and-a-half by
A5C
2186.
lunar module pilot, still is on
BUICE,RIVIERA, 1967 power
one-half-inch roll of sealed
Check Your Ads
flight status but is attending
steering-, power brakes, air
paper. Like the familiar flattish
Harvard Business School.
to
each
like
check
We'd
conditioning, tilt steering wheel,
COUGAR
1967
envelope, it contains a level
XR-7,
289
three
Want Ad to make inire It is
James McDivitt, Apollo 9 teaspoon of white granulated
vinyl roof. Can be seen at 641
speed.
Power
brakes
and
printed just the way you
commander, is vice president -sugar, with the same number of
Super Shell. Owner can be
ring.
Phone
753-9043
between
fast.,
a
such
want
n, Wk
of Consumers Power Co., energy calories per teaspoon
4:00and 8:00 p.m.
A-3C reached through the station. A6C
large volume operation it
Jackson,- Mich:
just isn't possible

Advertisers

I HATE AtkW 6R3RT 11.114ERE
,IOU RAVE 1t3 TAKE CARE
Of 'fOUR EQUIPMENT!

FORSET IT!

Each ad is carefully proof
read, of course, but still an
error can occur in content
or classification.
If you find an error in your
ad or tf ad Is omitted, and If
you Wily us the first day
of such error, we'll be
responsible for correction.
Sorn,, but if error continues after first day of
appearance and 11 we are
not notified the first day
error is made, the
responsibility is yours.

BLONDIE

So, please check your
adves4lement each time it
appears and notify our
Classified Department
promptly in case of an
error. Thank you for your
cooperation.

THE PHANTOM

Call
Your READ Dealers

4

JOE BEDWELL
898-3692

W. E. NEALE
489-2630
GOOD NEWS! A Gospel Meeting
is in progress at the West Murray
church of Christ, 7:30 nightly,
A7C
and you are invited.

March 30, 1975
ADULTS 103
NURSERY 5
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Dorothy Magene Ham
andOsiby Girl, Route 4, Benton,
Baby Boy Mitchuson (Belinda
Sue, Mother, Route 1, Murray.
_
Viron Keith Martin, Route 2,
Springville, Tenn., Miss Lisa
2,
Renee Clary, Route
Springville, Tenn., Mrs.
Margaret Lee Peeler, Route 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Naomi Lee Edwards, Route 1, Almo, Mrs.
Margaret Craig Banks, P.O.
Murray, Wallace
So• 366,
DeBerry Scarborough, Route I,
Box 57, Bumpus Mills, Term.

* ELECT *

DOT PHILLIPS
County Court Clerk

COME! HEAR the Gospel
preached nightly at the West
Murray church of Christ, 7:
ATC
p.m.

Clerk's Office open on Sat.
and the noon hour.
Paid by D. Phillips

* —NOTICE *
Delinquent Tax Names Will Be
Published On April 23
Be Sure -t0

PAY'

YOU ARE invited to the Gospel THE CONTRACT will be let for
Meeting now in progress at the the mowing and upkeep of the
West Murray church of Christ, Friendship Graveyard, the first
A7C Saturday in April at 2:00 p.m.,
7:30 nightly.
and anyone who wapts to donate
Answiw to Yesterday's Puzzle
to this cause see Ocus Carraway.
OMM MO OMB= Arie Tripp, Golden Ragsdale or
MMMOIMM COMMA Clyde Phillips.
A3P

Priest's
vesatkmeesnt
4 sn

.04,DEAR—
/SUCH
AWFUL
LANGUAGE
THIS
PARROT
RATED

1441SM.1

UL' ABNER
NOT HERE_
WITI-A PAY
10(D,O00
VAL-UABLE
`,CX_Wt EMPLD'IEES
CONTRIBUTED $10-oo STUFF!!
APiECE TO I5cr-1 \/Ou
Ti-o5 FIRST FOLIO
OF SKAKESPEARE.

1

1.014--•

•
•
•
•

a

_. „. . . . .:

—

UM*

YOur Paper
•Phone
Your
Paper Carrier

First
If No Results:
Phone

753-1916
More 51X1
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278

READ the
WANT:' ADS

On
mpit]
New,
co

•
▪ 3 bedr
• furnish
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

ndidates For Election

menial

SHERIFF
Charles D. Kemp
Maurice Wilson
T.G. Ted) Alexander
John B. Watson
Earl T. Futrell
Hafford G. James

IN GATE
brick bon
bedroom
kitchen,
two bath
storage r
and air,
pointmen
after 5:00

COUNTY COURT
CLERK
Marvin Harris
Dorothy Phillips

Ho

COUNTY JUDGE
Robert 0. Miller
Hall McCuiston
.George Weaks
Roger .Jones
John C. Neubauer

3 Be
Utilit
Uvtn
Firepl
Wall
Drapt
pliaru

JAILER
Huel (Wimpy) Jones
J.D. Rogers
Rupert Maynard
Garvin Phillips

BY OWls
three b
dining
room, ft
all appi
washer
washer
0871

MAYOR
John E. Scott
Budl Stalls
PROPERTY VALUATION
ADMINISTRATOR
Charles E. Hale

SER

CITY
PROSECUTOR
Don Overby
CITY JUDGE
William B. Harris
Stephen C.-3anders
COUNTY ATTORNEY
Sid Easley
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Kenneth C. Imes .

JOHN':
Plumbh
carpent
753-7625

Today's Special!
1971 FORD
MAVERICK
6-cylinder, automatic,
power steering, red.

BULLD
also ha
topsoil.
Or 354-8

SUMMI
your ai
service
Refrige
753-72N

_TAXES
before April 20 to avoid your name _
appearing on the list.

1

k/
PET
SHOP

vi
f
o•now cai

Effective April 1st
Dr. Denham's
office will be closed
all day Saturday
open Mon. thru Fri.
9-5.

Your

Genus of
maples
Offspring
InCIMMIMPI
t
65
MO CIIMM MOBO
. 7 Wander
MAII0 AMMO OMM
8 Walking
8 Rodents
OMOOM MMCM MM
unsteadily
u
FlEgla IMMI3
9 River island
2 Young hko4rsi e
13
1
10 Prefir three
010 =MO MOM
14 Ireland
11 Dry, as wine
15 Container
0000 OAMD
17 Enlisted man
rxis
ried
16 Iiiustri
"
MMO3 OMMA AM
(colloq )
012 MOOMOOM OM
19 Babylonian
MONO= MMOMOO
deity
Seed
22
n scale
MOM IMIC
etstteebic7
Nao
21 1"
2°
Negative
Pigpen
224
25 Heav-y volume
2; Preposition
44 Liquefy
2267
27 Enemy
45 Simple
lt r
6 ea
37
Clenched
Lad pryingly
3209 1.00klk
38 Cake mix
• hand
- 46 Trick
40 Adhesive
28 Man's name
31 Pron6ua
47 Hit lightly
substance
32 Stitch
29 Insect
48 G
n onnt
niugid
se
41 Symbol for
'
of cut
33
30 Drunkard
m
h riuind
twellitihv
iunrtion
ns
Con
50
49
Stricter
32
43 Faroe Islands
noun
tirmober
34 P
Mans name
33' OrdinErice
eclarefor
posed
7 P
35
.4
6
3
7
2
I
1
oto
3
9 10 11
portrait
38 Man's
nickname
•:• .14
12
•41.
39 Carry
t‘ki
40 Church bench 15
16
,17
••
41 Symbol for
tantalum
.19.
•....•'
IS
4-1
-Z
&2°
42 Chestnut
.• 1•••:••••:6:
with white
..."):r23 24 23 26
22
2f
..*<,
interspersed
_.,..\_'.._^,‘
11
...‘—
44 Measuring
st'•.= 29
27 LA
......
device
.....^
.....4...4•'
-•
t- =
47 A state
34
.,
:X
32
31
51 Greek letter
•
37
'Nt
plant
Century
Vh4
35
52
:•:•••
Narrate
-t-,1:: :78.
Nkk= 41
39
:::•1::,f.'
54 Worm
..... 40
\•:".
2C'..
..s:
55 young salrilon
(42 43
4.,....4."..
:•:1i,
46
45
56 Prepare
''''.44
--4 :-.-ser
,J!•.. $1 """ --57 Grain
.•.•.• „
.*•.•
53
52
DOWN
,
:^34
'.:.;,
.444.
4:4%
i".•.. 56
53
1 Alms box.
..•.'-,
2 Grant use of
_
I 1., tv I nrte,
ture Synd,a e Inc
3 Ornament
ACROSS

NOTICE

CORONER
Max E. Morris
Max Churchill

Hospital Report

BEATLE BAILEY

REA]

CITY COUNCIL
Gerald Tabers
Ronald E. Jones
1. Ed Chrisman
aul Mansfield .
I'hillip Tibbs
r
Hugh Thomas ri(irn)flialhin
Jerry Henry
Dave Willis
Fred Workman
William R: fitralles
Jo Crass
Stephen L. Yarbrough
Herbert M. Perry

FREE
tank in:
7850.

KNIGE
tiller r
weldin
Phone

SEAN
manuf
Atkins
Murra
8992.

MAGISTRATE NO. I
Wayne Flora
.Joe Ed Pritchett
Carroll Guy
LIen Colserr
Charles Tommy, Bogard
Jimmy Pritchett
MAGISTRATE NO. 2
K.B. McCuiston
J.C. Russell
Gil G. Hopson

WILL
exterit
estima
9714.
-

MAGISTRATE NO.3
Joe Pat Winchester
,
Dan Dunn
Lennis Hale
Ralph Bogard
MAGISTRATE NO. 4
Charles Edward Windsor
Charles Dan Bazzell
Henry M4Young
William Harry Brown
Donald •Keller

Compliments of

IL 3, 1973

n
Call

753-1916-

HOP

THE WANT ADS WAY
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VAMEWOK,E8R
FOR RENT

EEL
REIMEMONIEVLSWISISERELSIMPERIBIESSIELER

L.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

1st

WPalL2

El;

çii

LP.] rt123 E

TUESDAY-APRIL 3, 1973

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

NINE

FOR SALE

Another View

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

FOR RENT

GENTLE PALOMINO mare with
saddle and bridle. Phone 753-3418
•
A5C
Vaestioa or Year
▪
after 5:00 p.m.
•
•
Armed Home
•
•
472
•
1625 Miller Ave.
On Jonathan Creek
•
used
GOOD
SEVERAL
•
•
•
$17,500
•
automatic washers and dryers.
•
•
•
4 air conditioners 11-8,000 B.T.U., 2-16,000 B.T.U.,
Also good used electric ranges.
• New, Living room, deck,
1-18,000 R.T.U.i, new and used tires, china cabinets,
2
1
• complete kitchen, full bath,
See at Wiggins Furniture, 2/
•
•
old oak secretary, electric base board beaters. Other
▪ 3 bedrooms, carpeted and •
miles, north of Murray on Hwy
items too numerous to list.
A5C
furnished.
641. Phone 753-4566.
•
In case of rain sale will be held at later date.
Call A. Simmen
•
•
Lile Real Estate
•
WILSONRo& Tnde AHOMPSON
•
and Auction
•
•
Home 354-8353 or
•
•
•
•
Office 474-2717
•
and
•
rommos•e•s••*********• AUCTION SALE;Saturday, April
PM CONTROL
7, 10:00 a.m. at the Herbert
miles
IN GATESBOROUGH by owner, Underwood farm, three
FOR THE best in pest control
Prices
brick home, carpted, three large west of Crossland, Kentucky.
service and termite control call
plow,
tractor,
Ford
801
Sharp
den,
room,
bedrooms, living
ComSuperior Exterminating
kitchen, with built-ins, utility, disc and cultivator, Ford mower, pany, 753-7266.
May 3C
row
two baths, double garage with cultipacker, rotary hoe, two
drag
tractor
setter,
tobacco
heat
central
storage room, patio,
planter 66 AC
CAM OF THANKS
and air, nice lot. Shown by ap- harrow, two row
Ford mounted
pointment only. Phone 7534742 combine, one row
Baptist
vv.. wormed
I'm Nog U
A4C corn picker, two rubber tire Mount Horeb Free Will
Unded
0 197)
Foot $6000
after 5:00p.m.
wagons, manure spreader, 220 Church wishes to thank each and
our
in
help
hole
12
their
stand.
CO
on
gallon gas tank,
everyone for
ANTENNA
• hog feeder, one lot of tobacco revival.
Many Thanks
VJONDER ?"
scaffolds, rotary tiller, lawn
Reg. '69.95
FOR SALE
mower, wheel barrow, extension
FOR SALE \
3 Bedroom Brick, Den,
$3995
and step ladders, water tank,,
Utility, Carport, Large
FOR SALE
kinds,
all
of
tools
l.
hand
and
Stone
traditiona
shop
with
GREEN
Room
Living
MOWER, Briggs & Stratton COUCH,
FENCE SALE-Chain link '21"
753-1393
12 can milk cooler, lots of cansrFireplace, Electric Heat,
Range 175
$49.88. 5 H.P. Tiller. Good condition. Phone
engine,
t,
Call
I
equipmen
at
Sears.
fencing now on sale
SHOP_
milking
A4P
and
4:00p.m.
r
Wall to Wall Carpet,
powerAllte
engine,
Stratton
&
Briggs
free
for
at
items.
753-2301
Lyles,
Larry
antique
numerous
ApG.E.
New
Drapes,
H.P. riding
phone estimate. Expert installation also reverse, $147.88. 5
For information
pliances. Call or See..
25" cut, Briggs &
mower,
'Montgomery Ward
28C
Service,
April
available.
Chester & Miller Auction
Baxter Bllbery
Stratton engine, $253.95. 7 H.P.
1203 Chestnut
Chester
Otto
Ky.,
Grove,
Lynn
7th
N.
only
108
riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs &
Sale. vveonesciay
Miller
Dan
435-4042.
,
Auctioneer
Phone 753-1257
MOBILE HOME, 1971 Stanford Stratton engine, $323.95. 7 H.P.
10 percent oft all Returned
435-4672.
auctioneer
apprentice
Goods
12'x60', completely furnished riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs &
Opel\,,till 7 00 P V
It Pays to Sell the Chester &
washer and dryer. Stratton engine, electric start,
including
Wil_OWNER: House, 1318 Poplar, Miller Way."
condition. Phone 753- $399.95. Roby Sales Highway 68,
Excellent
three bedrooms, living room,
ASP Benton, Kentucky.
MaY2C CLEAN FOUR roam apartment
A5C 8655 after 4:00p.m.
dining room, kitchen, utility
436located at 509 Poplar\Phone 753- WALNUT TREES. Phone
room, fireplace, garage, nice lot,
A3C
A5C 2255.
LIGHTWEIGHT CAMPER for 4866.
\
all appliances, including distil SERVICES
AVON 'IN) buy or sell. Call 753- pickup truck, less than one year
washer, refrigerator, stove,
8706 or 443-3366. Write Glenda old. Has built-in ice box, cabinets TWO BEDROOM furnished GIBSON C-1 classic guitar and
washer and dryer. Phone 7S3Duke, P.O. Box, 3247, Paducah, and clothes-closet. Couch makes trailer, air conditioned, 1 tulle Olds Ambassador trumpet.
A9C HOUSE PAINTING-exterior,
. A3C
0071.
ItAluaat
April 26C full size bed, plus -jacks for from Murray. Garbage pick op Phone 753-7532.
interior--city or farm. Quality Kenhicky;42001.
A3NC and water furnished. $85.00 per
_
loading. Phone 753-3143.
work, reasonable priced. C & J
1
IATURE POODLES;
month.Phone Cadiz 522Painting Contractors. Phone 437- BELTONE FACTORY fresh
753-4945
Phone
tables
end
and
TABLE
COFFEE
SERVICES OFFERED
Al6C
6332
May 4P hearing aid batteries for all make
4712.
A3C
. 16th.
at 205 South
or seeregistered
•
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. A4C set; three lambs; ironing board.
of
chest
furniture;
ous
miscellane
will
EXPERIENCED ROOFER
MONTH Id 12' wide x 54' two WHITE'S-MINERAL-metal
drawers; chair; clothes, size 16SIX
furnish shingles and put on for
No. 15th Street L'
bedroom all electric Wheeler detectors. "World's largest and
things of life- women. Phone 753-2478.
A3NC
finer
the
of
ONE
Completely
$16.50 per square Phone 489home.
mobile
Rent
cleaner.
to
$49.50
carpet
from
Priced
line."
Lustre
finest
A6P Blue
2680.
furnished. Extra $595.00. Find coins, jewelry,
electic shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik LIGHTNING SAILBOAT, two equiPPed and
ed.
underpenn
and
up
Set
A7C sets of sails and Spinnaker. Also,nice
tifacts and other buried
Market. Five Points.
HELP lk ANTED
FOR HEN
Riviera Co
KENT WRIGHTof H & R Block
treasures. Authorized dealer.
Holernan trailtr,\See at number 21
and
Nichols
30 x 80 building ,n
or
new
.
for
Valentine
Buddy
will do bookkeeping
contact
or
753-1575
1604 Sunset Drive, phone
Excellent condition. $2500.00. Can
Complete
Dixieland Shopping (';.-,!;.!
$1600.00 below new
old businesses. Prices are CONCRETE S TEPPING stones
ve Nor
Monday through Saturday, day
be'seen at 107 Hickory Drima
753-3018
A3P
reasonable, and all work and concrete splash blocks:
cost.
MC
or night.
phone 753-4644.
Fully Air Conditioned
guaranteed. Phone 753-9204 or Murray Lumber Company, 104
:RE STIMATE
A4C
come by H & R Block in Murray Maple Street
BOAT, 16' RIDING m0wERL mustang-7.
FIBERGLASS
A9C
for a personal interview.
Stratton GOLDEN RETRIEVER, AKG,
timaithinediate opening for
TWO%BEDROOM -unfurn i ea
Evinrude
motor Seven FLP. grigp
H.P.
Glastron,33
753-0961
years old obedience
three
MAKE BEATEN down carpet
draftsmen. Experience
$169.99.
condition.
apartment, wall to wall carengine, 23%" cut.
Excel-lent
trailer.
and
nap at doorways bright and fluffy
A5C trained,spayed. Phone 753AIR COMPRESSORS
desired, tint not necessary.
peting, good location. No lease
6:00
Lerman's.
after
753-2264
Phone
A9C
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
4907.
again with Blue Lustre. Big K,
-Sales & ServiceSend resume of your
A4C
required. $120.00 per month..
p.m.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
A7C
Belaire Shopping Center.
qualifications to
DIXIELAND COMPRESSOR
Phone 753-4331.
Ord 24
MOBILE HOME, Pace Maker,
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
HOME,1971 Fleetwood, •
CO.
Ken Smith
y fur- MOBILE
Completel
1964.
1968.
10'158%
motor,
Y
MERCUR
TFC
2
/
753-7625 nights.
bedrooms, 11
three
12'x64',
753-301ri Day or Night
1059
3 bedroom, Green Field
Box
P.O.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
iitth electric start, alternator, nished,air conditioned, carpeted, baths, 3 ton air conditioner.
-All Work Guarantt
Mobile home. Call-762-2505 or 753Paris, Tenn. 38242.
living room, kitchen, bathroom
new washer, underpenning, porch,
y
completel
shaft,
short
Riviera
209
at
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking•
A7C
9707.
A9C Completely set up
and shower arid bath. One or twb
lei-Wei unit, ;650.00. Phone 753- steps.Phone 753-9941. Courts. Trade considered. Phone
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
A5.0
G;
CLEANIN
8721 after 5:30p.m.
A9P WANTED MATURE lady to live bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart(812) 336-2548.
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, PROFESSIONAL
ments, South 16th Street, 753walls
or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC carpets4 furniture, floors,
in with elderly woman near 6609.
ELECTRIC guitar and BOAT INSURANCE. Broad MOBILE HOME, 1972 Atlantic,
April 4NC
and specialities services. Call
PING PONG table, good con- Paris, Tennessee. Phone 753-5421
Carvin amplifier with 2 speaker coverage. Good claim services. 12'150' still for sale. Completely
247included.
paddles
and
Net
SUMMER HEAT won't stop-but Servicemaster collect
dition.
A4C
after 5:00 p.m.
cabinets. $550.00. Phone 437-4493 Lowest rates.
NECV TWO bedroom apartments
Galloway In- furnished, with air conditioner, Phone 753-5387.
April
A5C
your air conditioner will, if not 7333.
A4NC
dryer, underpenning
or contact Glen Mathis.
and
washer
on
large lot. Central heat and air,
753Phone
&
Realty.
surance
Morris
serviced properly. Call
EWERS WANTED for all carpeted, dishwasher,
TH Service
April 11C. and 500 gallon gas tank. Phone 14' STARCRAFT boat and INTERVI
5841.
Refrigeration Sales & Service, OY'S LOCKSMI
part time telephone survey work.
• A9P
TFC OVER STOCKED in F78:15
489-2570.
range, refrigerator,
I •
Paris,642-6551.
May2C .
trailer, 15 H.P. Evinrude motor, Not a selling job. Give phone disposal,
753-7205.
polyester Shell tires. $17.50 -4- KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
$140.00 per month.
patio.
carport,
6:00
Phone 492-8169 after
Lake Oil rug specialist that adjusts to any LARGE
number and state if private or Phone 753-7550.
FRIGIDAIRE $200.00.
A5C
WIL DO trash and brush hauling. F.E.T. See at Kentucky
A9P
p.m.
inparty line. Air mail letter
FREE ESTIMATE on spectic Reasonable rates. Phone 753- Company, Route 5, Phone 753- carpet. New and used vacuums refeigerator, quiet running,
A4C
cluding education, work exTFC 1323, or 753-9191.
tank installation. Phone 753for sale. For free demonstration clean. Also apartment size
6130.
RENT A new Plymoutb from
of
TFC
7850.
arid gift with purchase phone 753- Frigidaire stove, cooks good. Can HUSTLER CAMPER, sleeps 6. perience and names references Talyor Motors for a day,
to Overnight Surveys- DepartApril 12C be seen at 410 South 6th or phone
refrigerator. 1972 ment, American Research weekend, week or month.
JERRY'S REFINISHING & USED MOBILE home, 10'xxr, 0752 or 753-0359.
A5C Has stove and
753-7840.
KNIGHT'S SHOP; lawn mower, Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles two bedrooms, furnished, air
7534:00
after
model. Phone 7534162
Bureau, 4320 Ammendale Road, Qualified Drivers-only,
tiller repair, blacksmith work, South of Murray on Hwy. 641. conditioner, washer, k4 mile
A4C
1372.
A5C
A.
Thomas
p.m.
sale
LOAD
A7P
20705.
TRUCK
Maryknd
ICE CREAM table with marble
welding. Gene Knight, Route 3 Jerry__McCoy....m8Wa502)2411112- north of Murray. Phone 436Edison air conditioners. 10,000 ti Three piece Queen Anne
April 12P
A3C
Phone 753-4035. -47UNFURNISHED BRICK house
-TFC..5412.
_
BTU,$184.25-. 17,000 BTU,$233 00: bedroom suite. Oak dining table
Two WANT A second income? For with full basement, three
.
equipment
SHOP
BEAUTY
BTU,
23,000
with 4 chairs. Six ladder back
Atlantic, 20,000 BTU, $260.62.
five opportunity to work part time, set bedrooms, two car garage.
SEAMI.FSS ALUMINUM gutters FOR ALL your additions- MOBILE HOME, 1972
$285.00. 26,000 BTU,$318.40. Roby chairs. Can be seen at Uncle units, two hydraulic chairs,
,
furnished
y
completel
12'x50',
by
installed
A5C own hours, have financial Located on Old Benton Road at
and
753-7132.
manufactured
remodeling, residential or
Sales, Highway 68, Benton, Willie's Trading Post, Hwy. 641 dryers. Phone
security. Phone 753-1470. April 5P city limits. Phone Robert Walker
and
washer
r,
conditione
air
with
on,
Installati
Atkins Gutter
May 2C
commercial. New or old. Free
South, 4 miles from Murray. 1TP
A3P
753-5228,
dryer, underpenning and 400 Kentucky.
Murray, phone 7534407 or 753- estimates. Call 753-6123.
MOVING SALE; Household and
gallon gas tank Phone 489APRH,131kIC
E1992.
lawn furniture; some antiques;
A3C
P•opiiitruck topper; and lots of goodies
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest 2570.
WANTED TO RENT
tillit_Tuesday at 5:00 p.ni.,
WILL DO painting. interior or Control, phone 753-39.14i_109_404011ill
oterCyc e
through hoen Thursday, - 130?
exterior. By the job_or hour. Free 13th Street, "Every., day you THREE TRACK:rn
Wanflost
WANT TO- RENT apartment or
A3P
trailer.Phone 489-2640
KIrkwo6d.
estimates. Phone 41/4334 Or,..427- delay lets bugs have their
house, prefer two bedrooms,
e
working
Some
experienc
ITC
April 24C way."
TFC
7/14.
unfurnished. Phone 502-957with people preferred. Up
VERNON'S BOOT & Shoe Store.
4721.
to $3.50 per hour. Phone
Leather goods and shoe repair.
,753-1325.
All types of Western supplies.
RE Al, NICE spring and simmer
bainfurnisht4...,..
WANT TO RENTBoots for just about any activity
4,$2.00
1
dresses, sizes 14ki and 16/
'three bedroom bailee the 'lag
dos
to
under the sun. Sycamore and
E
two
SOMEON
some
WANTED
each Good dresses,
ME May.Phone 753-7289. April 25C
4th.
piece and some three piece, 62.00 housecleaning, one day 'a week.
each. Girl's dresses, size 8 to 10, Phone 753-2384. References. A5C
WANT TO RENT three or for
NEW 19" color Television, $299.95
$2.00each. Phone 753-3948. A5C
bedroom Cottage on Kentucky,
Highwhile they last. Roby Sales,
ATTENTION LADIES: ApLake, June 1 through June 10.
way 68, Benton, Kentucky. May
plications now being accepted for
KOBE JAP seed. Phone 753• Alr
, Phone 767-2549.
your
Set
work.
time
4866
2C
full or part
own hours. For interview call 753FOR SALE OR RENT
SEAR'S TRASH compactor, like (1285 between 2:00 and 5:00
SEWING MACHINE sale.'keit,'
ter
A9C
753-8257.af
$79.95.
p:m.
new,$165.00. Phone
duty, full size. Regular
MOBILE,HQME,• 10'x42',
A5C
6:00 p.m...._._
Sale $47.99. Heavy duty zig zig.
air conditioned. Located .n
•
MUSIC
regular $99.95. Sale $63.96.
University Heights Mobile Horde
BABY BED, high chair. Also
Deluxe rig zig. Regular $139.95.
full size bed. PIANO TUNING and Repair. Park. Sale price $1850.00. Phot)e
maple
antiqued
Sale $95.47. Super deluxe zig zig
NOW
,Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered 7534406 or 753-1566.
Phone 753-2988 after 5:00
Regular $159.95. Sale $114.37
A5C craftsman Piano Technician
p.m.
Roby ,Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
TFC
Guild.
FOR LEASE
May 24'
Kentucky.
ELEVEMPIGS.Phone 753-.

PUBLIC AUCTION

Wednesday, April 4, 6:00 p.m.

osed
Fri

TV Towers

tommr
ettion

der

MT

"JOHN

House For Sale

rrc

Antennas
Lowest
Ever!
Limited Quantity
20G ROBA
40
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DATSUN-OWNERS
BEAT THE HEAT!!

Beautify VOur Home or Business This Spring
(and Make It Safer!)
By Adding

ORNAMENTAL
IRON RAILINGS

Free Estimates
Residential - Commercial - Industrial

LIGHTENING SAILBOAT, two
MUkRAY -MACHINE.';sets
of sails and Spinnaker. Also
Hoteman trailer.

SPECIAL PRICE
on

AIR CONDITIONING
Through April
Regular $340.00

$28000 Installed

MURRAY DATSUN, Inc.

and
1 Nichols
Excellent condition, $2500.00. Can..
(snit TOOL CO.
604 South 121hseen at 107 Hickory Drive or
Phone 753-3474 4, be
Industrial Road
A5C '
phone 753-4644.
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Asp-

-

Phone, 753-1114.,

HONDA 350, 197n, with extras.
$700.00 or will consider someone
taking over payments. Phone 435A9P
;45E45.

rebuilding. Prompt expert seryears experience. Rebuilt
15
pianos
'
• "whe
AIRWAY., nmulm,Y
8911.
TFC

RETIREE *ANTS long-Small
average lease at $250.00 annually.
Owner gets all improvements
when lease or my life expires.
P.O. Box 32-T, Murray, Ky. ASP
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Ambulance Deadline Is Deleted
By Kentucky Licensure Board

The Dees Bank of Hazel hosted the annual dinner meeting of the
Hazel Adult Farmers class at the Colonial House restaurant
Friday. Left to right, William B. Miller, superintendent of
Calloway County Schools; Wallace Lassiter, president of the
class; Frank Tenter, secretary-treasurer of the class; and
Randall Patterson, president of Dees Bank.

Dees Bank
Hosts Hazel
Class Meet

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- A standards "until services meetJan. 1, 1974, deadline for all ing appropriate standards can
ambulance services in Ken- be developed and become availtucky to meet new-training and able in the particular commuequipment requirements is nity and area." The licenses
being delted by the state board would tell whether the service
involved.
conformed with the standards
The state Board of Health or not and would state what the
Facilities and Health Services deficiencies were if it did not.
Newly developed ambulance
Certificate of Need and Licensure Board, which originally services would be given time to
adopted the regulation setting meet the standards as well but
out the requirements last fall, would have to submit "reasonagreed unanimously to change able plans and responsible assurances in lieu of immediate
it Monday.
The change would have the attainment."
The board only approved a
board continue to license suc.h
services that do not meet its statement to that effect Monday. That now has to be written
in the form of an amendment
to its regulation and be acted
on at its nextmeeting.
Initial opposition to the regulation came from the Legislative Research Commission,
upon the suggestion of U. Gov.
Julian Carroll, early last
A shopping-cart check in
month. The LRC strongly urged
Boise, Idaho, found 22 out of 50
the board to delay the effective
women had bypassed the meat
date of the regulation__ al'
counter. In Albuquerque, N.M.,
months, until July 1, 1974, to
only about a third of the shopthe 1974 General Assembly
give
pers in one store were taking
a chance to look into the mathome meat. A survey of six
ter.
large Oklahoma City superLRC members expressed the
markets turned :pp no custombelief that the regulation would
ers at. the meat- counter in
drive many existing ambulance
three.stores, only one woman
services out of business. l'hat
at another and meat buying
waie_specially so, they said, for
"about normal" in the other
those operated by funeral
two.
homes, which have increasingly
While many retailers were
been discontinuing ambulance
saying it was too soon to tell
service recently.
how successful the boycott
Last week, Gov. Wendell
house
would be, since most
wifes do their weekly shopping Ford also suggested that the [(midweek and many had stock- censure board consider phasing
the new regulation, so as to
ed up on meat last week, red in
disrupt existing services.
not
meat prices were on the way
Some board members sugdown in a few earetfaby as
gested that the Jan. 1 deadline
much as 29 cents a pound.
be retained for some of the
standards or that some target
date be set for meeting the
standards "or the whole thing
will just drift along." That was
not done, however.
Health Commissioner William
McElwain said some sort of a
deadline could be worked out
on an individual basis, as each
provider of services submitted
a plan. He added that It was
Jerry Speight, son of Mr. and "not unrealistic to grandfather
Mrs. Harold Speight of Murray,
in" existing ambulance servis the author of an article in the ices.
April issue of "School Arts," a
McElwain said that If nationnational
art
education al figures are correct In saying
magazine for teachers.
.
20 per cent of traffic accident
The article concerns Brescia
victims could be saved with
student John Falk and his
adequate ambulance service
drawings inspired by cracks in
than "were...talking:about prea sidewalk -Any art inventing some 400 deaths in
structor," said Speight, who is Kentucky')
a year."
an instructor at Brescia College
Some board members comin Owensboro, 'will find that he
mented that the panel had behas two basic concerns when
come "a whipping boy" for
working with a drawing class.
firms wanting to get out of the
These are motivating the
ambulance service business
student to become more aware
anyway.
of his environment and
:An response to that, Pr. Waldeveloping in each individual
.some feeling for compositional
CAR WASH
design. This article grew out of
A car wash will be held by
the-desire for an effective Alpha Kappa Psi business
method for solving the two fraternity, Murray State
problems for one of my University, on Saturday, April
beginning drawing students." 7, starting at eight a.m. at Del's
Speight began teaching at Gulf Station, Five Points,
Brescia in 1970. He received his Murray. The charge will be
B.S. and Master's degrees from $1.25 per car. For information
Murray State.
call 753-9094.

Meat Boycott Biting
Into Sales Of Meat

By KRIS LILJERHOLM
Associated Press Writer
Consumers appear to be bitDees Bank of Hazel hosted the ing into the week-long meat
34th annual dinner meeting of boycott with determination,
the Hazel Adult Farmers Class throwing off meat sales by as
Friday night at the Colonial much as 80 per cent in scores
of supermarkets from coast to
House Restaurant.
Randall Patterson, president coast and slicing some prices
Bank, reviewed the 29 cents a pound.
of the
"It's like my meat had some
economic picture to the
members of the class. Pat- disease. Nobody will even touch
terson said the past year had it," complained a meat manbeen good for fanners despite ager in the New York City
-adverse weirtheraoaditioas for area, where a. check of supermarkets showed the boycott to
the past six months.
Special guests at the meeting be about 80 per cent effective
were Mr. and Mrs. William B. on the first shopping day MonMiller, superintendent of the day.
Calloway County Schools; Mr.
and Mrs. James G. Alton;
- Mr. and Mrs. Rex Albritten;
Mrs. Myrtle White, and Mrs.
Cemehmad from Page 11
Randall Patterson.
program and,removal of the
Members of the class and five per cent sales tax on food.
their wives who attended were
The
48-year-old
chief
Hershell Shelton, Wallace executive has appeared before
Lassiter, Cormack White, the U.S. Senate several times in
Stonewall Lax, Travis Lax, recent months on such matters
Tolbert Story, Hildred Paschall, as land-use planning and the
Elisha Taylor, James Erwin, impact of the federal budget.
Milford Orr, Frank Turner and
Much sought after as a
Rex Enoch. John Morgan also speaker, Ford has appeared in
attended the meeting.
New York, Washington, D.C.,
The class was conducted by South Carolina, Georgia,
Carmon Parks, vocational Minnesota, Ohio, Indiana,
agriculture teacher at Calloway Connecticut and other places as
County High School.
the principal speaker before a
variety of audiences. •
He is currently vice-chairman
of the Natural Resources and
Environmental Management
Committee of the National
Governor's.Conlerence. He is
also a Member of the
Democratic Party Advisory
Council, an organization of
elected public officials.
Samuel D. Puckett of Dexter
Earlier this year he was
expired Monday at 11;20 p.m. at awarded the Minerva Award of
the Murray-Calloway County Merit by the University of
Hospital. He was 87 years of age Louisville. He was designated
and was a member of the as the recipient of the school's
Methodist Church.
highest award as "an outThe deceased resided in standing example of dedication
Colorado'until a few years ago. and applied intelligence on the
He was born January 14, 1886, ill part of a native Kentuckian ."
Callowy County and was the son
Before beginning his career of
of the late Isom Puckett and public service as the chief
Cora Jones Puckett.
administrative assistant to
Survivors are one son, Maxie former Gay. Bert Combs in
Puckett of Dexter; three 1959, Ford had earned a name
sisters, Mrs. Lois Pierce of for himself as a state, national
Paris,Tenn., Mrs. Jewel Sills of and international leader in the
Paducah, and Mrs. Cora Junior Chamber of Commerce.
Grimm of Paducah; one
He served as national
brother, Noble Puckett .of president of the organization in
Hardin; eight grandchildren; 1956-57 and became the first
twelve great granchildren: one Kentuckian to hold a top elected
great great grandchild.
position in the Junior Chamber
Funeral services will be held International a year later.
Thursday at eleven &tit at the
Piapel of the Linn Funeral
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Home, Benton, with Rev. Eura
Mrs.
Charles Shelton, Whose
Mathis and- Rev. Whitesell
husband- is still listed by the
Harpole officiating.
-1-4Caottlaued1rotwiligr1t
Pentagon as a prisoner in InInterment will be In the
dochina, isn't about to take off
Brooks Chapel Cemetery near aside to finance the student loan
her POW bracelet.
Dexter with the arrangements fund.
• "People are acting like all
by the Linn Funeral Home of
Sparks announced retirement
the prisoners are back, but I
.Benton wherefeiends may call. plans in January. He will
just don't think so," said Mrs.
artinue to serve until the
Shelton, who has been waiting
university board of regents
eight years for her husband to
screens the more than 200 apreturn. "Other people's husplications for the position and
bands are cornipg hantea but
'elects a successor.
mine isn't."Elected by. the board in
Her husband is one of 53
January, 1968, Sparks was
The Women's Society of inaugurated in October of that Americans who were listed as
Murray State University will year as the fifth president in POWs by the United States, but
were neither released nor listed
have its spring luncheon at the Murray State history.
by Communists as having died
Keraake Hotel on Saturday,
His retirement will end a 43during captivity.
April 14, at 12:30 p.m.
year career in public education,
"It's been a little hard to
including
Mrs. Roger Reichmuth and
a four-year term from
take the last couple of
Mrs. Joe Prince will be in 1964 to 1968 as state superinmonths," she said.
charge of the entertainment, tendent of public instruction. He
Mrs. Shelton, mother of five,
and Mrs, Hugh -Oakley is has also served as a professor of
has received little official inforchairman rif the decoration education and chairman of the
mation about her husband since
committee.
education department at
the Air Force told her in 1965
A short business meeting will Murray State 15 years.
that Shelton's wingrnan Ia iiilot,Vinson said names of donors
he'held during which officers
flying a plane near ,hisi "watfor 1973-74, wfil be elected, to the fund will be preserved as
according to tits.. " Robert--part of the Murray State Alumni ched bun make a successful
ejection arid land safely" after
Burke, president, who urges all Association's history_
his plane was hit by ground fire
members to attend.
Contributions, which are taxover Laos April 29, 1965.
- Reservations should be-aleductibje, may be sent to•
The wingman, who continued
rtgiled to the *octal chairman,_ Alttnitii _Affairs
Office,. to
fly cover while awaiting arMrs. Charles 1Harririgton, no AdMinisrertion Building,
rival of rescue aircraft, "oblater than April 10, Mrs. Burke- Murray State ',University,
served your husband on the
said.
Murray, Kentucky, 42071.

Ford. .

Articles By
Speight In
Art Magazine

S. lk 'Puckett
Dies Monday
At Hospital

U.S. Lists 53-POWs
Not Accounted For

Scholarship...

Spring Luncheon
Planned At Kenlake

ground and made radio contact
with him. Captain Shelton appeared uninjured and reported
to the wizagman guthe was..
good condition," a letter from
the !kir Force said..
Searchers looked for Shelton
for six days without success.
Mrs. Shelton said site heard
recently from a freed POW and
previously from several other
servicemen that her husband
was being kept in a cave in
Laos, that he was shot twice
and that he was too sick to
move.
The recently-released POW,
Air Force Lt. Col. Dewey
Smith, former of the Louisville
area, said he heard the report
about Shelton while in prison in
Hanoi, and that he thought it
was true, she said.
"I know one of two things
happened to him Either he
died in captivity or they still
have him somewhere," she said
in an interview Monday. "Even
If he is dead, I'd want to know
Eight years is a longtime to
wait."
If he does return home someday, Mrs. Shelton said she
would be agreeable if her husband continues as an_Air Forcepilot. "That airplane didn't get
him. Something else did," sh,
said.

ter Cawood asserted that "I
hope we don't decide anything
just to avoid being a whipping
boy - some things are important enough to be whipped for."
Dr. Patricia Nicol, of the
state Health Department, said
that equipment which the regulation would have required on
ambulances as of Jan. 1 would
aost somewhat more than $400.
She said the main controversy
apparently stemmed from the
requirement to have an attendant and driver, both of whom
had completed a 12-hour course
in emergency medical care,
available for an ambulance 24
hours a day. The regulation
would have increased that requirement to completion of an
80-hour training program for
the attendant and driver by
Jan. 1, 1975.
In other business, the board
approved certificates of need
for the Park Hill Family Health
Center and a surgi-center, both
In Louisville. The surgi-center,
built and licensed, would
provide elective surgery on an
outpatient basis.

Member of Assoc'

Agents
Acres Fl
SCIENCE FALK'S TOP WINNERS: These four young men,shown with their teachers, tied for the
Grand Award Saturday at the West Kentucky Regional Science and Mathematics Fair at Murray
State University. They are,from left, Mark West and Billy McCoart,fifth grade students at Murray
University School, and Tam Bellew and Tim Estes, students at Heath Middle School. Miss a'enona of
the Murray University School faculty is at the left, while Mrs. Judith Beyer, Heath, looks on from the
right. In the background, is Dr. William Smith, an associate professor in the Department of Physics
and Astronomy, who directs the annual Murray State event. The Murray boys'
project.
-Chromatography," also was judged the best elementary school project in the show.The Heath boy
s
exhibit dealt with bread mold.

Cyril M. Lilly Eagleton To Appear
Passes Awit,At
The Age 01-45 On insight '73, tetSU
Cyril Milton Lilly of Cadiz
Route Three, son of Mrs. Elva
Nunn Ahart of Murray, died
Monday at 6:30 a.m. at at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. He was 45 years of
age and his death followed .an
illness of six weeks.
The Trigg County rri.jra as a
maintenance worker at the
Hoover Ball and Bearing
Company and was a member of
New Pleasant Hill Pentecostal
Church. Born June 21, 1927, in
Trigg County, he was the son of
Mrs. Ahart of Murray and the
late Ralph Id. 'Lilly. One
brother,
PretitTee- Lilly,
preceded him in death.
Lilly Is survived -by his wife;
Mrs. Ruth Jones Lilly, and
three sons, Roger Wayne,
Wallace Wade, and Jerry
Milton Lilly, all of Cadiz Route
Three; his mother, Mrs. Elva
Nunn Ahart of Murray; three
sisters, Mrs. John Gardner
Cossey of Murray, Mrs. Wayne
Stone of Kirksey, and Mrs.
Robert Flood of Gtand Rivers;
one grandson.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
New Pleasant Hill Pentecostal
Church, Trigg County, with
Rev. Wesley Hibbs officiating.
Burial will be in the PieaSant
Hill Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Goodwin
Funeral Home of Cadiz where
friends may call.

U. S. Sen. Thomas F. presidential nominee George
Eagleton (D. Mo), the man who McGovern in 1972 and then
was selected and later rejected dropped from the ticket a few
as
the
vice-presidential days later as the result of a
Rev. JerreU White has annominee of the Democratic controversy over Ins past
Party last summer, will be the mental health.
nounced that the Key '73 In,
terdenominational Bible Stud)
headliner of the Insight '73
,
Eagleton is the youngest man
will continue for those who
symposium at Murray State in history to hold several offices
would care to participate with
University April 12-13.
in Missouri-circuit attorney in
the book of Acts to be studied at
He will deliver an -address St. Louis, attorney general and
two different places.
entitled "Liberalisn and lieutenant governor of the state.
Mrs. W.B. Graves, 1507 KirkPractical Politics: The Two Are His committee assignments in
wood, will serve as hostess for
Compatible" at 8 p.m. on April the Senate include apGroup I on Wednesday, April 4,
13 in Lovett Auditorium on the propriations,
labor and public
at 6:30 p.m. New week, Mrs.
campus.
Two
Kentucky welfare and District of
A.C. LaFollette, 938 North 20th
political figures-U. S. Sen. Columbia.
Street, will serve as hostess for.
Walter (Dee) Hucklie,ston and
Group II on Tuesday, April 10,
former two-time Lt. Gov, Harry
Koppel, an
ABC News
at seven
Lee Water
. field-a-will eppear.on diplomatic correspondent
ZORC Chairman Hairy Helton
the pro
grim With Eagleten to assigned to the Washington
announced that the Gospel of
monitor the quention-and- Bureau, joined the network in
Luke study group meeting will
answer session following his 1963. A native of England, he
have its concluding session
lecture.
formerly served as Hong Kong
tonight Tuesday)at seven p.m.
Two news commentators bureau chief.
at the home of Mrs. Marvin
from the American Broadanchorman
Fulton, 1001 Main Street. Rev. „
casting Company, Ted Koppel 'T'13enaldson,
for ABC News on Saturdays and
Jerrell White will be study.
and Sam A. Donaldson, will be
Sundays, has been a staff
leader.
the speakers on April 12.
corresponde
nt since 1967.
Phase IT of Rey j"73 emThe overall theme of the
phasizea the theme, "Calling .
program is "Liberalism vs. Before joining ABC he was a
reporter -producer with
Our Continent To The World of
..Practical Politics."
God" and is being sponsored
' Sponsored .by the student WTOP-TV in Washington.
locally by the Calloway County
Huddleston,
a
former
government at the university,
majority leader in the Kentucky
Ministerial Association, Rev.
the Insight series was initiated
White said.
during the spring of 1969 to Senate, was elected to the U. S.
1972, 'Mai
expose students to prevalent Senate
ideas in today's society and to Elizabethtown radio executive
provoke thought and un- was ":the state campaign
manager in 1971 for Kentucky
derstanding.
hies Page 1 i
Gov. Wendell H. Ford.
University
students
will
be
best interests
area HS 8
admitted free by showing an
Waterfield, who served terms
whole with our reputation for
identification card. Tickets for as lieutenant
fishing,
recreation
and
governor in 1955-59
non-students will be $2 for both and
1963-67, is a 1932 graduate of
boating."
evenings, with tickets on sale in
Continued from Page II
I
Murray State. He served six
"The main thing that I want
the lobby of the Waterfield terms
in the Kentucky House of
to stress is that at least we some distaike until life is on the
Student Union Building.
•
Representatives, including two
should have a thorough public road again.
Eagleton, elected to the as speaker,
hearing and thoroughly look
and has served
Love is.. trusting your friend Senate in 1968, skyrocketed to
more sessions as a presiding
into the pros and cons and see if
national prominence when he officer
in the Kentucky General
the assets outweigh the in such a way that you can build
was nominated as the running
Assembly then any man in the
detriments of it," Hancock said. a lasting friendship with him.
mate
far
Democratic history of the state.
Hutson Chemical plans to use
Parking tickets have been
the facWty to unload fertilizer
components and plans also call described as the handwriting on
for the shipping of grain, such the windshield.
as *oybeans, from the terminal
Man to psychiatrist. "My
Ths City Couilll resolution,
which will be presented at the trouble is-I'm from Texas and
public hearing peat Tuesday, is, I'm ashamed of it."
in part, as follows:
Now, our answer to Mrs.
-Whereas, the United States
Corps of Engineers are con- Charles Hutchens Hazel Route
ducting a public hearing., to One. Sorry Mam, but all the
WASHINGTON_ 44P).a.-a_The
consider an application by dots are net connected. You Will
Earlier Monday, Ervin,
-Hutson Chemical Company of notice that the three dots in the - Senate Water gate investigations back from an absence of 'sevMurray, Kentucky, for a center are not joined, nor are committee, acting to plug a eral days to attend a family fuDepartment of the Army the three dots at the bottom flood of leaked information, neral, said at a news conferPermit pursuant to Section iaof connected. One more thing. The said today it will hold no more ence he was worried about the
-iilleliffed to secret sessions with convicted news leaks
the River and Herbal--Act of pencil or PR-calin
1899 for the construction of a draw another line, nor can any Watergate spy James W.
barge terminal facility in the line be retraced. The only McCord Jr.
All further interviews • with
Anderson eitia isithayrbeeitöí correct answer istheone we ran
Kentucky --Lake, opposite in the paper. Sorry Main, McCord will be conducted by
Tennessee River Mile 45.0, left however if it is Any consolation the committee staff
unwe did not de as well as your disclosed times and places With
bank; and
A Murray State University
-Whereas, the operation of son. In fact we did not get to a view to begirmirig,apen hearwere ings within 10 days to two student is in fair condition at
such a large facility would first base because, we
Stuart
Hospital,
weeks, a committee spokesman Jennie
result in lower costs of fertilizer completely stumped.
Hopkinsville, after being
said.
components, due to savings in
An optimist is a guy who falls
A secret session scheduled seriously injured io a .fall from
freight costs; and
off a building and on the way with
McCord Wednesday before the top of_Pitot Rock tnear there
"Whereas, such a facility
down says, "I'm not hurt yet." the full
committee was can- Saturday.
would permit out-loading of
Robert Johnson sUffered a
celed.
barges of grain eupplementing
Old burglars never die, they
Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr., I)- broken leg and ann and head
rail or truck facilities and the just steal
away in the night.
NC., the committee chairman, iniuries in the accident, which
savings in freight costs might
said his panel does not expect occurred while a group of
eriable farmers te receive Woodmen Rangers Plan ..
was
practicing
to hold private formal sessions students
higher prices for their grain
mountain
climbing.
with
any
Meeting
other
On
economy
Murray
of
.
the
Thursday
and
witness.
About 10 students had
Ervin told a news conference
would be improved.
The Woodmen of the World,
there are "indications" that ei- reportedly gone to the scenic
"Now, therefore, be it Ranger boys, ages
8 through 15, ther
McCord or his attorney, rock Saturday, and Johnson fell
resolved that the Murray members of
Hazel unit 808. Bernard
when he apparently started
Common Council in special Kirkseer unit 180
and Murray have been Fensterwald, may down the formation, thinking
the sources of the
meeting, Monday, April 2, 1973, unit 814, will
hold a joint leaks
which triggered news- the rope around his waist was,
recognize the need for such a meeting at the
Woodmen paper stories
on what McCord secured to a tree.
facility and express the hope Building, corner
of 3rd and told the
An ambulance from Latham
committee in private
that it will be favorabley con- Maple streets,
Murray on last
Funeral Home, Elkton, brought
sidered.
Wednesday.
Thursday evening at 6:30 p.m.
'injured student to the
Monday, after yet another the ,
'Be it further resolved that
Plans for a skating-party will
news account quoted supposed- Hopkinsville hospital.
Holmes Ellis, Mayor of the City be discussed and
made for later ly secret
The student reportedly fell
testimony linking the
of Murray, Kentucky, is hereby this spring Refreshments
will White House to the
from near the top of the forauthorized and directed to sign be served The
sPying,
meeting should President
Nixon's press secre- !nation about lb feet to the
tbialesolution on behalf of -the be finished
by 8 00 p.m. ,
„ground
tary,
-Ftonald
City of Murray.
Zlegttir
All
Woodmen
Ranger plained of "irresponsibl
Pilot Rock is located in
"Approved this and day of members of
e leaks"
Murray and and called on
Ervin to "get his northeast Christian near the
April, 1973."
Calloway County are
invited. house in order."
Todd County

Bible Studies ForKey '73 Planned'

Coundt• • •

Seen & Heard'. .

Watergate tontinjttee
To Hold No More Secret
Sessions With McCord

Student Inieed_ In
Fall On Saturday

_

WICKLIFFE, K
Agricultural • agen
that more than 100,
fertile farmland i
Western Kentucky.
the Mississippi
flooded.
No dollar estima
able of damage to
those counties-B.
lisle, Fulton and
Agents said they w
wait until waters
making a complete
The counties
serious crop-plan
cause of floods
rain, and agricul,
say it may be *
produce corn at •
since the crop m
by early May to
types of corn borer
late corn.

Seen&
_Ar_ou
--Murr
Fellow says the
some people get
conclusions, ru
friends, sidestep ,
sibilities. and •
luck. He could have
cling their credit
into debt
While sitting i
bully got up and
a short, small ma
him across the n:
little fellow was
the floor the •
"That's karate
Japan."
Later, he C
he
bed th
iln-o
a
grnab
•v
d threw
and saild„ _``That'
Japan."
The little guy
and left. He r.
walked up behi
and cracked him
and said, -That'
it at Sears."
As long as the
beaks and the Ju
can be sure that
(See Seen & H

Wayne Lamb
Speak At Din ,
Independenc
The Indepe
Methodist
woman's aa-ou,
dinner meeting
Thursday night
Dr. and Mrs
will be the gues
pot luck dame ,
superintendent
Methodist Dis
SHRIN
The Murray
Shrine Club
monthly fell
at Trenholm
Chestnut Str•
Sunday, April

The
Cloudy and
occasional hg
in the mid 41.:
and very cool,
rain becomin.
little wet snow
late evening.
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quite so cool,
day fair and
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Friday thro
Light frost
- low tempera ,
Fair and wa
creasing
chares for r
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